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Nine hours was a bit unusual: Most people aren’t willing
to spend all day up top hoping for a window. I joke about
a dedicated stopwatch, a running total of time spent
waiting. I’m not sure I want the true number. When you
get your break and there’s no one dropping in on top of
you—it ’s wor th the wait. One mind-blowing run is all it
takes to zero out the clock.

More dropping, less waiting: See photos and video of Kye Petersen and Dave Rosenbarger’s Cham experience at patagonia.com/fi ndaway
Available at specialty shops thoughout Canada including the Patagonia Whistler store. Find a dealer near you at patagonia.com/ca
Photo: Christian Pondella | © 2014 Patagonia, Inc.

OFFLINE
Mongolia’s Kazakh preserve a generation-to-generation tradition
as the last people on Earth to truly deserve the title “eagle hunters.”
Near Hen Gohadok, Israeli photographer Asher Svidensky captured
14-year-old Bahak Birgen, the country’s youngest hunter, with the
golden eagle he has trained from age eight.
// svidensky.com/post.aspx?id=18
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The beauty of matter is that the same atoms can combine in different ways
to create different entities; the same can be said of a magazine’s content.
Adventure is a tactile thing that some like to cradle, so our print edition
delivers superbly rendered photos and stories in a package you’d be proud
to have grace any surface in your home; no space wasted on the distractions
of dated news or service. There’s also more to adventure than print’s two
dimensions. That’s why our digital edition delivers the same book in a
more portable, state-of-the-art format with extras like slideshows and direct
web links. At mountainlifemedia.ca, our website shared with other Mountain
Life titles, you’ll find even more: videos, photo galleries, interviews, essays,
updated news and the latest gear reviews. In a world of homogenized
media that does little more than self-replicate and feed off itself, Mountain
Life Annual seek a different, deeper, more meaningful connection. Through
ideas, art, and exceptional photography, we go beyond the bravado to
unite us all behind the issues of the outdoor adventure world and our
shared planet. So find us online and say hello—then be sure to park us on
your coffee table.
MASON MASHON PHOTO
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84 A REALLY, REALLY
BIG PROBLEM*
After a 20-year saga, the Jumbo Glacier ski area
in B.C.’s Purcell Mountains finally got the goahead, but the fight over its grizzly bear
population and wilderness values isn’t over.
By Andrew Findlay.

28 ILIRA*
The quest for the Northwest Passage
captivated Victorian England.
A potential ice-free Arctic now
captivates those, like Kevin Vallely,
who would traverse it under human
power.

4 OFFLINE

96 WILD
For some of us, happiness
is a warm GPS.

An ancient art modernizes:
the golden eagles of Mongolia.

20 FIRST
PERSON

Content
ONCE AND FOREVER CONNECTED

Helping refloat a Philippine
village after typhoon Haiyan.

16 ELLIPSE
Old growth and the limits to growth.

24 OUTSPOKEN
Two books and a pair of Cascadians: publisher
Jeff Galbraith and filmmaker Darcy Turenne.

Hello Pangea, it’s been a while hasn’t it? About
200,000,000 years, actually, but hey—we want
you to know we still think the world of you (ha
ha). But seriously, as the first supercontinent,
you really had it all going on: every geologic
wonder and nascent evolutionary branch under
one roof so to speak. Everything we know
today traces back to the unknown of your

22 FOUR BY TWO

64 ETERNAL
SUNSHINE OF THE
SPOTLESS RIVER*

If you haven’t been to any of these
places yet, you’ll want to go now.

46 DOWN
THE
RABBIT
HOLE*

The Ottawa River is long, historic, and a
magnet for watersports. It’s also a mess.
Ned Morgan illuminates the efforts of those
cleaning it up.

time. And while we can’t drive from Venezuela
to Vancouver to the Philippines as we might

From Squamish to the
Rockies, Mt. Rainier to
China, Leslie Anthony
goes deep with subterranean photographer
Francois-Xavier De
Ruydts.

have been able to then, we thought it would be
interesting to see where the stories featured in
this issue would land had you still been around.
Anyway Pangea, thanks for the memories. So
long and don’t be a stranger! —the MLA team
GO TO MOUNTAINLIFEMEDIA.CA FOR
LINKS TO VIDEOS, PHOTOS, DISCUSSION
AND OTHER EXTRAS

40 AFTER THE
GOLD RUSH*
Pat Goodman and friends tackle a first ascent
on Acopán-tepui in Venezuela’s Gran Sabana,
spreading art and solar power among the
indigenous Pemon in their wake.

21 HAUTE TERRE
Shooting water, remembering the
Rockies, composing climate change,
and an ethereal Instagram.
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72 BEING ICE*
Celebrated wildlife photographer Paul
Nicklen grew up in the Canadian Arctic—
which is probably why he is so at home in
Antarctica.
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WHITE ROOM™ JACKET AND PANTS
To Outdoor Research Ski Ambassador Zack Giffin, life is
an adventure comprised of family, career, community
and personal passions. For Zack, spending time in the
outdoors is an essential component of The Complete Life.

Zack takes it to the spines of Rogers Pass. Catch him this season
in webisodes of The Shadow Campaign. // Photo: Garrett Grove

The White Room Jacket and Pants let him take advantage
of every minute in the mountains, with waterproof,
breathable stretch GORE-TEX ® fabric. Just like Zack,
they’re Designed By Adventure. ®

CONCEPTION/FABRICATION ARTISANALE/PERFORMANCE

Ellipse
All day, every day, logging trucks rumble through Whistler, British Columbia. Over the 14 years I’ve lived there, the
daily tide has ebbed and flowed. These days, however, it’s on the upswing. Worse, the ratio of trucks carrying larger
logs—old-growth Douglas fir and western red cedar in the 400 – 800 year-old-range—is increasing. When I see butchered
trunks that may have begun their sun salutations before Columbus’ fateful landing in the New World, I feel sick. In
each multi-ton log I see not just wood, but the host of species-specific insects, epiphytes, lichen, fungi, birds and
other organisms that depended on it, knowing that each tree species, in turn, was integrated into the greater whole
of a larger ecosystem that wove myriad other biological and biochemical relationships evolved over millions of years.
Forests are the lifeblood of the mountains, of their wildlife, people, communities, and adventurers. The loss represented
in such logs is staggering—and palpable.
It’s not a reaction I have to logging in general, but with so very little of it left and a clear understanding of the consequences
of overharvesting, why do we continue logging old-growth forests—anywhere? I know the answer, but wish I didn’t.
By definition, logging old growth is a completely unsustainable practice that trades fleeting monetary reward for
emptiness, impoverished nature, a severed relationship with the land, and a questionable future. We replace trees
(mostly with sterile monocultures, many of which fail to thrive), but an old-growth forest and its attendant ecosystem
will not re-boot in our lifetimes—or even those of several generations. Thousands of years are required for the proper
succession of plants and soils and microbes and macro-organisms to produce anything resembling the intricate
ecological web of an old-growth forest. It thus seems madness to throw away what remains—especially when the
miserly set-asides known as “parks” are too small to preserve any meaningful biodiversity and serve as little more
than increasingly depauperate tree museums.
In The Golden Spruce, author John Vaillant describes in evocative, horrifying detail the headlong exploitation and total
destruction that resulted in the forever elimination of most of B.C.’s old-growth temperate rainforest. Reading his
masterly prose is like wandering a gallery of beautiful but dark paintings, the characters exiting the gallery offering
testament to its sadness: “I can’t bear to go back,” says a one-time timber cruiser; “We basically gutted the place…
you wonder if it’s all worth it,” notes a former logger; and, from a Haida artist: “When you fly over [northern Haida
Gwaii] and see all that’s been taken… you can’t speak for a few days.”
All this courtesy of the blindness inherent in the profit motive and a government’s historic lack of oversight for an
irresponsible industry whose appalling track record when it comes to sustainable practices, indigenous rights, and

If a man walk in the woods for love of them half of each
day, he is in danger of being regarded as a loafer; but
if he spends his whole day as a speculator, shearing off
those woods and making earth bald before her time, he is
esteemed an industrious and enterprising citizen.
— Henry David Thoreau, Life without Principle

environmental protection make this same government’s latest plan to cede it more control over forest tenures laughable.
At an all-candidates meeting in my riding during the last provincial election, a candidate was asked which of his
qualifications might be useful for addressing forestry issues in the legislature. His answer: “Well, I’m a farmer, and
trees are a crop, right?” Trees are no crop unless planted for that express purpose. Otherwise, leveling a natural forest
means harvesting an entire ecosystem, plucking only the desired timber from a sea of slaughter and leaving the
multitudinous “by-catch” to rot.
The fact remains that a job cutting old-growth trees is easily swapped with another, while an old-growth tree can
never be replaced. It recalls a line from William Blake’s Proverbs of Hell: “A fool sees not the same tree that a wise
man sees.” And that truth, in turn, puts the lie to an old adage: you can, in fact, see the forest for the trees—it all
depends on how you look at them. —Leslie Anthony

LESLIE ANTHONY PHOTO A forest is far more than just trees.
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ONTARIO?
ABSOLUTELY.

Ontario breeds a different type of skier and snowboarder. Someone who doesn’t shy
away from wind chill, or head into the lodge at the first sign of ice. When 10 cm of
fresh is considered a “pow” day, you make the most of every run, every day.
We’re not worried that we don’t have the epic views or the monstrous vertical,
because this is our home, and this is our mountain.

BlueMountain.ca 877-445-0231

Haute Terre
OUTDOOR ART
AND ARTIFICE

EPIC INSTAGRAM
Photo, 2014, @SMarkewitz, photographer

TODD LAWSON PHOTO In devastated Isla Sombero, bayanihan has made all the difference.

First Person

Salt Lake City-based Scott Markewitz (scottmarkewitz.
com) is one of the most influential adventure lifestyle
photographers of our time. His body of work—particularly in skiing and mountain biking—has influenced a
generation of photographers. And his square shooting
may now influence an entirely new one. This shot of
a stand-up paddleboarder is as simple and evocative
as a Picasso sketch, yet also deliciously ethereal, as the
post suggests: Yes, this is a photograph. SUP with @
carolinegleich on the Great Salt Lake. #sup #paddle
#saltlake #b&w // instagram.com/p/m_LkQ_MImg/

IN THE WAKE OF TYPHOON HAIYAN, A PARADISE LOST IS FOUND AGAIN

In November, 2013, Typhoon Haiyan’s record-breaking 315 kph winds made a
direct hit on the central Philippines, pummelling the landscape into a living hell. Over
48 hours, the most powerful tropical storm ever recorded—seen by many as a vanguard
of climate change events to come—obliterated the homes of some 11 million and
claimed 6,268 lives. The unfathomable destruction sent shockwaves throughout the
world and shook the country to its core. But the friendly Filipinos have a knack for
rising from the ashes; between volcanic eruptions, tidal waves and typhoons it wasn’t
the first harsh card they’d been dealt.
“Can you imagine the strength it takes to be living in shock… sleeping on the streets
next to the body of your dead children?” asked veteran CNN reporter Anderson
Cooper in the aftermath. “I can’t. And I’ve seen that strength day in and day out here
in the Philippines.”
We couldn’t imagine either when, stepping from the boat into the tiny community of
Isla Sombrero (400 kilometres east of where Haiyan made landfall), our family was
greeted by the kind of smiles seen at a carnival, not a construction site. Although still
reeling from the devastation of three months earlier, islanders led us arm-in-arm up
the beach to an abiding paradise that had been more-or-less flattened—save for the
“mountain” which eventually saved the lives of those who hadn’t had opportunity
to evacuate. It was to a cave in this rocky oputcrop that, during the height of the
storm, 40-year-old Sylvia Rayo-Aggrawal and some 200 other inhabitants fled when
wind and water breached her cinder-block-and-rebar home where they’d all been
sheltering.

MLA 2014/2015
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A SONG OF OUR WARMING PLANET

Photography, book, movie, exhibit,

Music/webmovie, 2013, Daniel Crawford

Edward Burtynsky, photographer

The genesis of this haunting composition owes itself
to a conversation between University of Minnesota
undergrad Daniel Crawford and a geography professor
concerning the possibility of turning a set of data
into music. Crawford used data sonification to map
surface-temperature averages from NASA’s Goddard
Institute over a range of three octaves, with the coldest
year on record set to the lowest note on the cello (open
C) and each ascending halftone equal to roughly 0.03˚C
of planetary warming; every note represents a year,
whose pitch reflects the average temperature of the
planet relative to an established base line—low notes
being relatively cool years, high notes the opposite.
The resulting musical sequence traces the warming
of our planet from 1880 to 2012,. “Climate scientists
have a standard toolbox to communicate their data,”
says Crawford. “We’re trying to add another tool.” The
video ends with a stark message: predicted planetary
warming of another 1.8˚C by the end of this century
would produce notes beyond the range of human
hearing. // vimeo.com/69122809

“While trying to accommodate the growing needs
of an expanding, and very thirsty civilization, we are
reshaping the Earth in colossal ways. In this new and
powerful role over the planet, we are also capable of
engineering our own demise… My hope is that these
pictures will stimulate a process of thinking about
something essential to our survival; something we
often take for granted—until it’s gone.”
Thus runs the artist’s statement for the new work from
celebrated industrial landscape photographer Edward
Burtynsky concerning where water comes from and
how we use, distribute, and waste it, as conceptualized in
photographs, book, enriched-content iPad format, and
Watermark—a feature documentary from award-winning
filmmakers Jennifer Baichwal and Nick de Pencier
marking their second collaboration with Burtynsky. See
website newsletter for exhibit dates. // edwardburtynsky.com/
site_contents/Photographs/Water.html

The islanders lost 90 per cent of their homes and bangkas, the elegant, handmade,
spider-like boats that are their lifeblood—a means to fish, travel and transport
goods. Arriving from a stand-up paddleboard sojourn in El Nido, located in another
Philippine province some 1,280 km distant, we joined eight others in helping build
boats with Fix Phil, a Philippine-based grassroots organization who’d launched a
Kickstarter campaign to raise money for relief. For a week we chiselled, hammered,
planed, scraped and painted eight new bangkas under the guidance of experienced
craftsman—and hordes of interested kids. (Young Filipinos first slice the sea with
a paddle at a young age, cementing their lifelong relationship with both water and
boat.) Although they didn’t openly talk about the typhoon, islanders did share an
important word encapsulating both their experience of survival and our time among
them: bayanihan means “spirit of communal effort,” of which there was no shortage
on Sombrero.

GATEWAY TO THE ROCKIES

“Thanks to the help we’re rebuilding again,” said Rayo-Aggrawal, a burlap sack
stuffed full of abalone shells propped against her legs. “One day it will be like it once
was, with our homes and also a new community area and basketball court. We’re
happy here. It is hard to see people struggling right now… but we’re all together and
we will be fine.” —Todd Lawson

Exhibit, ongoing, Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies, Banff, Alberta

Camp at Maligne Lake, 1908, Mary Schäffer fonds, (V527/PS 1 - 69), Whyte
Museum of the Canadian Rockies.

20

© Edward Burtynsky, courtesy Nicholas Metivier Gallery, Toronto / Howard
Greenberg Gallery and Bryce Wolkowitz Gallery, New York.

According to reliable sources, the men and women who explore, inquire and adventure in the Canadian Rocky
Mountains are tough, resilient, curious and intelligent—both shaped by their experiences there and shaping the
area’s culture in turn. This exhibit communicates the human history of the Rockies through artwork, archival
photographs, recordings, documents and artifacts. While a tad less subtle, the Bell helicopter flying out of a wall
is no less authentic than Mary Schäffer’s photo “Camp at Maligne Lake, 1908.” If you happen to visit the Whyte
between June 15 - October 19, 2014 you can also catch “Indigenous Ingenuity,” featuring unique pieces like
“Running Eagle Blackfeet Warrior Woman” by Terrance Guardipee (1968), a coloured-pencil drawing on an old
Blackfeet Tribe Cash Disbursement Ledger. // whyte.org/exhibitions/#gateway
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COASTTOCOASTTOCOAST

Four
by Two
A TETRAD OF SELF-PROPELLED
STAY AND PLAY
MALLARD LODGE
A new kid on the backcountry block, Mallard Mountain Lodge is
a classic Canadian log affair that was partially pre-built off site and
flown by helicopter from Valemount, B.C., to the remote Mallard Peaks
area of the Rocky Mountains—which is exactly how backcountry skiers/
boarders arrive to this stunning powder paradise, accompanied by a fully
qualified guide. Features a large living/dining room with wood-fired stove, all
meals included and a greywater shower system. The ultra-remote lodge’s solar
power has enough storage to charge cameras and computers. Come summer,
imagine hiking remote peaks with no backpacks supported by llama trains.
// canadianadventurecompany.com/lodge.html

AUBERGE CHICOTTE LA MER
This ocean-view log structure with a blue-whale skeleton adorning the lawn is one
of several lodges operated by Quebec’s national park system on Anticosti Island
in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a wild, enchanting and preternatural limestone
reef covered in boreal forest and bathed in clear northern light. Imagine
bone-white cliffs, breathtaking canyons, immense waterfalls, huge caves,
basking seals, and a friendly plague of deer. Some 125 km of hiking trails
crisscross an area larger than Prince Edward Island (the trek to Chute
Vauréal—Anticosti’s Niagara—is a must). There’s also horseback
riding, kayaking, spelunking, and fishing emerald waters for Atlantic
salmon. // sepaq.com/sepaq-anticosti/index.dot?language_id=1

CLAYOQUOT WILDERNESS RESORT
Accessible by scenic private seaplane transfer from Vancouver, B.C., or a short
boat ride from Tofino on nearby Vancouver Island, this exclusive eco-safari
destination lives up to the tagline “remote, refined, remarkable.” Guests sleep in
roomy, luxuriously appointed white canvas prospector-style tents built on discreetly-situated wooden platforms connected by cedar boardwalks and hidden under a
rainforest canopy along the oceanfront or perched amongst hillside trees. Local chef
Ryan Orr honors the Pacific Northwest and its wealth of locally raised and grown
products. An unprecedented range of activities include horseback riding, kayaking,
surfing, hiking, hot springs, fishing, and bear- and whale-watching. // wildretreat.com

SOUTHWEST GULCH ALPINE HUT
The UNESCO World Heritage environs of western Newfoundland’s stunning Gros
Morne National Park deliver serious year-round adventure. In winter, backcountry
skiing, snowshoeing, and ice-climbing are readily accessed in the glacial-scoured
mountains outside of Rocky Harbour. When it comes to backcountry digs, the
Southwest Gulch hut (one of two in the park) is the real deal. Tucked into a
hillside under spruce and fir trees, protected from ocean winds and offering
magnificent views to the Tablelands ski region, the two-storey cabin
accommodates 12 and features wood-stove heating, indoor flush toilet,
a pair of four-burner propane stoves, and a fully stocked kitchen.
// pc.gc.ca/eng/pn-np/nl/grosmorne/activ/bc-ski-ap/vi.aspx#gulch

UPPER LEFT Courtesy The Mallard Mountain Lodge. UPPER RIGHT Courtesy Clayoquot Wilderness Lodge.
LOWER LEFT Leslie Anthony photos. LOWER RIGHT Courtesy Gros Morne Adventures and crabbemountain.com
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OutSpoken

finishing up an MA in Intercultural Communication,
she convinced Royal Roads University to allow
her to shoot a documentary on Indonesian female
action-sport athletes as a thesis. “That’s how I got
involved in film and became a better surfer,” she notes.
The Eighth Parallel (vimeo.com/22426145) featured in
film festivals globally, and Turenne went on to direct
commercial shorts, art, and travel films. In April, 2014,
her short The Trip stole hearts, minds and Best in Show
at the Olympus 72-hour Filmmaker Showdown during
Whistler’s World Ski and Snowboard Festival. Her latest
whale ride is The Little Things, a feature documentary
snowboard project focusing on climate change and
environmental ethos. // darcyturenne.com

A ROUNDUP OF MOUNTAIN MEDIA

NEW BOOK: DEEP: The Story of Skiing and the Future of Snow by Porter Fox
More than a few adventurers wonder how rapidly accelerating, large-scale climate change will affect
annual snow cover and the venerable sport of skiing. In DEEP, itinerant Powder magazine editor Porter
Fox has adroitly addressed the question, and the answer is not good: both could be wiped out in the
next 75 years. On a tour of the most celebrated mountain ranges in the Northern Hemisphere, Fox
talks to skiers about their connection to snow, and to scientists about the effects climate change is having
on it—ultimately uncovering a far larger story. Mixing interviews with reportage on groundbreaking
scientific studies, Fox explains how and when the melt will play out, and examines current groundswell
efforts among mountain dwellers and winter-sport aficionados to mitigate climate change, reduce
human impact on our planet, and repair the water cycle in order to save snow and ice. // deepthebook.com

Much has been written about what attracted you
to the medium, but did being a high-functioning
athlete bring anything special to your sensibility
as a filmmaker?

SARA FOX PHOTO.

MATTIAS FREDRIKSSON PHOTO.

and self-defining. What was its
genesis?

projects have personal connections.
Have you branched out?

I was originally contracted to produce
Frequency for Surfer Publications. I had
the first issue ready to go and was driving
across the eastern Oregon desert,
moving my girlfriend [now wife] Jessie
Lu out to Seattle with me, U-Haul in
tow, when I got a call from the publisher
that they were killing it. I waited about
five minutes after getting off the phone
before turning to Jessie Lu and saying,
“We’re doing this ourselves.”

I also like doing custom projects. We did
a 50-year book for K2, a 75-year book
for Stevens Pass Ski Area, and a 40-year

  
COPI VOJTA PHOTO.

THREE QUESTIONS: JEFF GALBRAITH
You can take the man out of the Pacific
Northwest, but you can’t take all that
foggy wisdom and dripping insight out
of the man. Not even a free-for-all stint
feeding in the shark-infested waters
of southern California could deter a
native PacNorwester from an eventual
spawning run back upstream. Born in
Seattle, Washington, 46 years ago, Jeff
Galbraith became a writer “as soon as I
could string together words and ideas,”
penning for school and college newspapers en route to a degree in Speech
Communication and Journalism from
Western Washington University. After
interning with TransWorld Snowboarding

24
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and Seattle Magazine, he landed in California as editor of Surfer Publications’
upstart Snowboarder. Threading his way
back north through Ketchum, Idaho,
to Bellingham, Washington—where he
currently resides with his family—along
the way he launched Frequency: The
Snowboarder’s Journal (2001), The Ski Journal
(2006), and The Flyfish Journal (2009).
In addition to the usual action-sport
suspects, he has written for Time, Rolling
Stone, Men’s Journal, and Sierra Magazine—
where he recently investigated the Lummi
Nation’s opposition to coal trains in
coastal Washington. // funnyfeelingsllc.com
Your first post-Snowboarder venture,
Frequency, was both groundbreaking

Journal-style newsstand publications
in most sports are flourishing where
other models appear to be floundering. Is this an illusion?
Journals are growing incrementally
as traditional business in general has
forever. The remaining print is going
bi-directional: free urban weeklies versus
quarterly/annual models. The five-dollar
newsstand magazine will continue to fall
to attrition, but baseline expectations
regarding what’s flourishing and what
isn’t have changed: there’s likely way
more money to be made pushing jackassery and 150-character crap on kids,
but making things for intelligent people
and making them well is also in vogue.

book for Nike. All came out beautifully.
As well, I see deepening media partnerships
with film companies to provide richer
digital issues, and possibly creating some
analog pieces that go to the other end
of the spectrum. In general, I think it’s
going to become harder to simply push
products without a compelling narrative
and inherent value behind them. People
will always want to read well-written
stories and be inspired by iconic images.

THREE QUESTIONS: DARCY TURENNE
Darcy Turenne grew up in Comox on Vancouver
Island, skiing, biking, and riding killer whales. It’s a
whimsical, Twitter-ish autobiography, but given everything else she’s accomplished in 30 short years, entirely
believable. Turenne graduated from the University of
Victoria with a BA in Environmental Studies in 2007,
the same year flirtations with television that began as
a professional freeride mountain biker and led to parttime work during university, landed her as full-time
host for the Ride Guide on Canada’s Outdoor Life Network.
Travel and adventure perks notwithstanding, her
inquiring mind wasn’t quite done with schoolin’. While

Proving to myself that I could create a career as a
female professional freeride mountain biker made me
confident (or crazy) enough to think I could make it
as a self-taught filmmaker. The most important lesson
I learned from sports is that if you’re going to do
something, do it with conviction; in mountain biking,
if you don’t commit to the jump you’re going to be
tense in the air, come up short, and probably explode.
So I always try to commit to the element of a film that
scares me most. I don’t always hit the mark, but when
I do, it’s uncompromising conviction that makes it a
great piece.
Your filmmaking moved quickly from straight-up
doc work to whimsy, humour, art, fiction—are you
exploring while winding up to something bigger?

I get bored easily, I like art of all mediums, and I don’t
want to pigeonhole myself. Each film genre makes you
grow in different ways. I love tight, well laid-out stories,
but also abstract pieces that allow a viewer to use their
imagination and create their own story. But yes, I’m
exploring and it’s all getting tied together… I seem to
have developed a style somewhere along the way, and
I’m coming to terms with that.
You seemed particularly happy about winning
the 72-hour Filmmaker Showdown. Why did that
format appeal to you?
I’ve always loved that event’s vibrant energy, and this
year I meticulously planned for months, not knowing
if we’d actually be able to pull off the precisely
choreographed, five-minute continuous shot that I’d
story-boarded. But we did and I think it felt especially
good because it was serious a team effort. Winning
is sweet, but sharing the win with a team that’s able
to turn your vision into something extraordinary is
even sweeter. Working under a deadline also suits me,
so having only 72 hours to finish makes me perform
better. Flashback to university exam time and things
haven’t changed.

OLD BOOK: The Worst Journey in the World, by Apsley Cherry-Garrard
The Edwardian age elevated polar explorers like Nansen, Shackleton, Amundsen and Scott to
mythic status. In particular, Scott’s death during his return from the South Pole—after being
scooped by Amundsen—painted him as the ultimate tragic hero. Of the two years Scott’s party
spent on the ice preparing for his dash to the pole, however, the most absurd story of human
endurance belongs to its youngest member, Apsley Cherry-Garrard, who, along with two others,
set out from the comfort of the expedition’s base at Cape Evans in July, 1911—in the dead of
the Antarctic winter—to recover Emperor penguin eggs for scientific study from a distant rookery.
No human had travelled in complete darkness and temperatures of -60°C for even two days
let alone the five weeks the party was out before returning, barely alive, with three eggs. “This
journey had beggared our language: no words could express its horror,” writes Cherry-Garrard
of their nightmarish slog and unlikely survival. // gutenberg.org/files/14363/14363-h/i.htm

You grew up a skier, became a snowboarder, went back to skiing, and are
a passionate fly fisherman, so your
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THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON THE ARCTIC COME INTO FOCUS DURING THE FIRST
HUMAN-POWERED ATTEMPT TO TRANSIT THE NORTHWEST PASSAGE
words and photography :: Kevin Vallely

Steady as she goes. Paul Gleeson rows through an ice-free Arctic that could not have been imagined only 50 years ago.
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LEFT Sketchy: Like polar explorers
of old, Kevin Vallely whiled away the
time with drawings of circumstances
and predicament.
RIGHT Human-powered sea transits
aren’t for the faint of heart.

A

peculiar rapping sound against the hull wakes me. All four of us are asleep, our boat, The
Arctic Joule, held fast on ground anchor amidst a heavy windstorm. Bolting upright to survey

the expected churning sea through the cabin door, I instead see something far worse.

“Holy shit!” I shout, “Ice!” In seconds we’re all on deck.
Pushed hard by the storming wind, a 30-by-30-metre floe some 10 – 12 metres thick is wedged against
our bow and moving directly over us, the anchor stuck under this multi-ton piece of ice. We push the
bow away in an attempt to gain a few metres of slack but it’s no use; with the ice pressing against us
the line grows piano-wire taut and the boat moans under the strain. The bow drops, pulled down by
the weight of the ice on the anchor line. If we don’t do something fast we’ll be dragged under.

On Friday, July 5th 2013 we’d set out to row the fabled Northwest Passage, a planned 75-day, 3,000-kilometre
expedition from the western side of Canada’s Arctic archipelago to its eastern gateway at Lancaster
Sound. Emotions swam in my head as we left Inuvik, Northwest Territories, and began rowing down
the mighty Mackenzie River toward the Arctic Ocean and our ultimate destination of Pond Inlet on Baffin
Island. The journey had never been made under human power. Attempting it in only a single season
further ramped up the commitment.
Our elation in realizing a dream was tempered by anticipation of the hardship and effort that would be
required of our team: myself, fellow Canadian adventurer and documentarian Frank Wolf, and Irishmen
Paul Gleeson and Denis Barnett. The fact that it had been abnormally cold in comparison to recent
years weighed heavily as well; if we succeeded under such circumstance our expedition would speak
even more loudly to the realities of climate change. We’d immediately fallen into two-man, four-hour
rowing shifts, Paul and I starting off.
It was in a coffee shop in November 2011 that I’d first pitched the idea to Paul—who’d rowed the
Atlantic in 2006—and it had seemed a flurry of preparation ever since [see sidebar “Building an
Expedition”], but here we were, 18 months later, beginning our adventure. By the end of the first shift
my body screamed, loudly proclaiming that I’d been spending far more time planning than training: my
hands were blistered and my backside sore. Before long, however, discomfort gave way to the majesty
of the environment as we snaked our way down the mud-brown Mackenzie hemmed by impenetrable
green walls.
By noon next day we’d rowed continuously for 24 hours, each team posting three shifts. Tiring though
the effort was, it succeeded in delivering us to the river’s mouth at Kugmallit Bay on the Beaufort
Sea. The Mackenzie deposits much of its prodigious silt-load here, making navigation in the murky
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waters tricky: invisible sandbars lurk throughout the
hundreds-of-square-kilometres delta, much of which
is just over a metre deep. Our magic number was 60
centimetres—anything less would ground us. And
grounded we were, countless times, on one occasion
having to debark and haul The Arctic Joule across a
seemingly endless sandbar.
It took many long hours to negotiate the delta but
by 1:00 a.m. on July 7th, the sun shone brightly on
a calm sea as we finally began moving up the coast
toward Tuktoyaktuk, 60 kilometres to the northeast.
Listening to my iPod, randomly pulling from 2,000+
songs, “Northwest Passage” by the late Canadian
folk singer Stan Rogers popped up. I rowed in calm
disbelief as the haunting a cappella anthem unfolded:
For just one time I would take the Northwest Passage
To find the hand of Franklin reaching for the
Beaufort Sea
Tracing one warm line through a land so wide and
savage
And make a Northwest Passage to the Sea

Just as Paul and I finished our midnight shift the
winds had begun to change. Several hours later I
glanced through the cabin door to see a stern-faced
Frank and Denis rowing at a high tempo. The sea
was steep and choppy, the wind bearing down with
intent—far cry from the calm we’d been experiencing.
By the time Paul and I next took to the oars, forward
movement was all but halted. After 90 minutes rowing
in position we realized our efforts were fruitless,
taking refuge in a small bay to wait it out.
Tuktoyaktuk was a tantalizingly close 7.5 kilometres
away, its roofs taunting us on the horizon. Both our

20/20 hindsight: Franklin’s boats weren’t this easy to push.

detailed navigation maps and GPS indicated a potential
back route through semi-protected channels in the
lee of a series of sand beaches to the northeast.
But after five hours of hauling, lining and rowing we

Building an Expedition

dead-ended: blocked by driftwood, the channel was
impassable, forcing retreat.
Man-hauling a 1,100-kilogram rowboat is a sight
to behold. At times fluid, occasionally graceful, it’s
mostly an unwieldy chore of grunting, dragging and
pushing through frigid, waist-deep water, all the while

The Arctic Joule pays homage to the eponymous unit of energy-measure conceived by James Prescott Joule, a 19th century British physicist whose work on the

First Law of Thermodynamics confirmed that all forms of energy are the same and interchangeable. It took Nanaimo kayak-builder Robin Thacker six months
to construct the boat whose design was based on a typical ocean-rowing craft reinforced with Kevlar for added strength in ice. One challenge was balancing
drag with power output—the two rower set-up exposed significant surface area to wind. We’d contemplated building a smaller, non-self-righting vessel, but
in the end opted for a robust boat up to the task of these waters. Fully loaded she tipped in close to 1,200 kg.

trying to rein in a ton of fibreglass that wants to go

Rowing outfits had to be warm as well as water- and windproof, but breathable enough to deal with the copious moisture generated from hard physical

where a 35-knot wind tells it to. If nothing else it

labour. Inner layers consisted of heavy wool socks and a combination of MEC underwear and fleece both top and bottom. Over this was the most important

offered insight to a 150-year-old mystery. In 1858 a

item: one-piece Ocean Rodeo drysuits made in Victoria, B.C.. Feet were protected with either neoprene booties or insulated rubber boots, hands with

grisly discovery was made on the beaches of King

neoprene gloves. Our rowing kit was rounded out with Native Eyewear polarized sunglasses to cut glare.
Dry-food meals for breakfast, lunch and dinner were supplemented with ample amounts of chocolate and some 700 PowerBars. Coffee and tea were never
far—nor the occasional sip of single malt. —KV

But for just one time…
TOP Local Joe Ilisiak at Brown’s Camp on Darnley Bay.
MIDDLE Aussies Matt McFadgyn and Cameron Webb at Cape Lady Franklin.
BOTTOM Yellowknife miner Diane on Franklin Bay.
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LEFT A winch came in handy for
escaping the threat of ice.
RIGHT Shipwreck on the coast of
Dolphin and Union Strait.

We know the Arctic is changing
dramatically not because we rowed a
boat through it, but because the people
whose lives are most affected tell us so.

William Island, some 2,000 kilometres east of

was less than 24 hours. We re-jigged The Arctic

repeating until weather or ice interrupted. Equally

here, when a rowboat from the doomed Franklin

Joule to work better with our daily routine and

confounding to our Vancouver biorhythms, the

expedition was found lashed to a sled, men

resupplied on essentials (Hazelnut Coffee-Mate

sun never set: though midnight was colder and

dead in their tracks strewn about, clearly in the

topping the list). As with all expeditions, it takes

darker than midday, the ambient light was still

process of dragging her somewhere. One corpse

time to get things right and the unexpected delays

adequate to read by. It took getting used to, but

sat perched in the bow like some frozen pro-

en route from Inuvik had proved fortuitous in

soon became routine. We moved steadily up the

tector, a shotgun in each hand and 70 kilos of

flushing out organizational shortcomings.

coast until ice floes began to litter the oceanic

chocolate stacked at his feet. And here we were,
hauling our own oversized rowboat, loaded to
the gunnels with gear and 22 kilos of chocolate…
plus two shotguns. I now understood the scenario
that likely played out on King William Island over
a century and a half ago: desperation.
Taking shelter in the lee of a pingo—the ice-cored
soil domes common in areas of continuous
permafrost—it was three days before the wind
eased enough to make a move. It was still
blowing 15 knots, but we’d hoped that would
be a reasonable test of The Arctic Joule. Leaving
safe haven, however, the seas immediately
pushed us back to shore. Struggling to keep the
boat 45˚ to the wind, we ferried sideways for an
hour and a half. It was brutal going with little
headway made, so we returned to shore to haul
along the beach. With waves crashing across
her beam, it took all of us to manhandle The
Arctic Joule through breaking surf and around a

The temperature in Tuk was -1˚C with a strong
northeasterly wind. Locals told us it should
be anywhere from 15 – 20˚C this time of year.
“Bugs should be bouncing off your head”

bigger than they actually were. But even small
ones would soon prove large enough.
There was no ice around when we’d retired to

when she visited us on the beach; it had been

the cabin an hour ago. In any case, we imagine

colder than usual, and the sea ice slow to go out.

ourselves a tiny bulls-eye on such a massive

Global-warming naysayers seize upon such
“anomalies” as damning arguments in their
favour, but climate change is reflected in overall
trends and not individual events. What Tuk
locals described was an Arctic undergoing rapid

target that the chances of a piece actually
hitting us seemed remote. Exhausted after
days of rowing, with a storm too powerful to
move through raging, we’d set anchor and hit
the sack.

and measurable change, with summers longer

Somehow, the chunk of ice that opens this

on both ends by at least two weeks, and animal

tale found us. The groaning of the boat and

species expanding their ranges northward.

dipping bow leave us no choice. Like having

“They shot a grizzly at the north end of Banks
Island,” explained Inuvialuit elder Billy. “They
saw a wolverine, too.” His words cut through
the rhetoric of climate skeptics like an ulu
through sealskin.

again. Eventually, the houses we’d been eying in

After leaving Tuk, it became difficult to discern

the distance for days took over the foreground.

one day from the next as we remained underway

From arrival in Tuktoyaktuk to our departure

24 hours a day when conditions permitted. Each
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shaped profiles on the horizon, they seemed far

explained Eilleen, lamenting the strange weather

point where the seas diminished enough to row
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landscape. Appearing first as elongated, odd-

team rowed four hours then rested four hours,

your coattails caught under a steamroller, there’s
only one outcome: I pull a serrated knife from
my PFD and crawl to the bow to cut away the
anchor. Tight as a bowstring, the line explodes
at the blade’s touch. Ping! We spring free.
We’d been anchored a couple kilometres from
shore, and the wind immediately begins to
push us in, swapping one dilemma for another
as we barrel headlong towards a rocky beach
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LEFT TOP A musk ox stands its ground.
LEFT BOTTOM Unable to move as freely,
caribou may be threatened by an ice-free Arctic.
RIGHT When your entire life depends on a
boat, it becomes the centre of your universe.

with no anchor to keep us off. Closing fast, we

Taking a breath after our ordeal, no sooner are

the southern shores of Victoria Island when

do everything in our power to remain offshore

we out of our drysuits than there’s a thundering

we’re hit by the biggest storm yet. Knowing it

but with the wind unabated it’s only a matter of

crash and a thump against The Arctic Joule. Chris

was coming we’d sheltered onshore, but haven’t

time—we’re forced to find as smooth a section

is breaking up, pounded apart by the waves;

anticipated sustained 100-kph winds that are

of beach as possible and head in. The moment

he could twist or somersault while we’re still

gusting even higher. Our tent walls shake and

the bow touches gravel we leap out to prevent

attached. It’s another frenzy of donning drysuits,

shudder violently; the strongest gusts push the

the stern from swinging broadside to the waves,

then leaping onto the disintegrating berg to free

fabric down on us, bending tent poles under

taking turns standing in icy water to keep our

ourselves and cast off again into surf and wind.

their extreme force. Guy-wires stretched as

bucking bronco from breaking free. Just when all

We’re at wits end. Rowing intensely on 20-minute

taught as cables prevent the poles from break-

seems hopeless, another floe appears, heading

shifts mere metres from shore, our efforts are

ing, while large stones holding down the fly

in our direction. Smaller than the behemoth

redlining. Over several hours we creep along

help keep us stuck to the ground. I’ve endured

we just tangled with, its nevertheless imposing

until a tiny bay partly choked in ice offers safe

such winds before—skiing to the South Pole in

girth will soon be on top of us. This, however,

harbour and a much-needed rest.

2008-2009, and traversing Siberia’s frozen Lake

we see as opportunity.

Days turn to weeks and the routine remains the
same: a few good days of rowing followed by

A rowboat from the doomed

the tent will be destroyed. It’s unnerving and
humbling.

storms: in Franklin Bay we meet a woman from

The storm makes it obvious that we won’t reach

lashed to a sled, its men dead in

Yellowknife hoping to kayak the Northwest Pas-

Pond Inlet. We’ve travelled nearly 1,900 kilometres

sage over several seasons; in Paulatuk it’s a pair

of the Northwest Passage in 54 days. But we’ve

their tracks in the process of

of Quebec kayakers attempting much the same

come as far as we can go: ice and weather

dragging her somewhere.

thing we are; we encounter Australians looking

forecasts in the eastern Arctic mean moving for-

to sail and row a five-metre skiff across; and

ward will be foolhardy and pose a huge risk to

a team of American jet skiers roaring through

both ourselves and anyone required for rescue

the passage for the reality TV show Dangerous

(which we would likely need). We make the hard

clear of the incoming ice. As hoped, it grounds

Waters. The Passage holds allure for each of

decision to finish our expedition in Cambridge

itself on the seabed. Clambering atop the slab

these adventurers, but with only a handful of us

Bay. Though we haven’t won the Passage, we’ve

we place two ice screws and rig a satisfactory

sprinkled over thousands of kilometres of frigid

been rewarded in other ways.

anchor—albeit ice-climbing style—in the lee of

water, it still feels far from crowded or a “next

the ice a short distance from shore and safely

Everest” as alluded to in the press.

out of the wind. Denis, a secret fan of ’80s
pop-rocker Chris de Burgh, is so happy with our
mobile ice moorage he names it Chris de Berg.
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out here but we’re not alone in waiting out the

remained awake throughout the ordeal, certain

Franklin expedition was found

With a sharp effort, we push off and swing
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several more of tempestuous seas. It’s remote

Baikal in 2010—and each time, like now, I’ve

The Inuit have a word: ilira. It has no equivalent in English but nevertheless defines our

As time passes, days shorten, temperatures

journey through the Northwest Passage. Ilira is

plummet, and our travel window inches shut.

the sensation felt as you glide down the waters

By mid-August we’re behind schedule navigating

of Franklin Bay under a low sun, sulfurous
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The efforts of climate-change deniers seem so wildly out of
proportion—a manic fervor aimed at contradicting a profound reality.

LEFT There isn’t much time to relax when you’re under the gun—literally and figuratively. RIGHT The Smoking Hills of Franklin Bay.

plumes erupting from the hillsides behind and a bowhead whale surfacing only metres away. Ilira is
the feeling you get when you go to sleep at night facing a mirror-smooth ocean and wake to a cauldron
of churning sea ice. Ilira is the sensation engendered by a three-metre Barren Lands grizzly standing on
its hind legs, discovering you’re there and slowly walking towards you. Ilira is the sensation of rounding
a precipitous, rock-walled cape in gentle seas knowing bad weather is on its way and that in seconds
your world could be chaos. Ilira is the gentle flush of fear that comes with awe.
We undertook this project to bring awareness to the effect climate change is having on the Arctic. Irish
renewable energy company Mainstream, which installs wind and solar arrays around the world, was
title sponsor for a reason. CEO Eddie O’Connor liked what we were doing and why, and was integral in
garnering us support in a day and age when such money is rarely anteed up for such a cause. On the
other side of the coin, climate-change critics seized on our truncated journey as speaking to an Arctic
unaffected by climate change, but nothing could be further from the truth. Despite the anomalous cold
of 2013, maximum ice extent remained the sixth-lowest ever recorded, and yet, somehow, we were
in the crosshairs of the well-funded anti-climate-change lobby from the get-go, with both individuals
and groups—including a dedicated website—expending much time and energy on discrediting and
dismissing our effort. It all seems so wildly out of proportion, such manic fervor aimed at contradicting
incontrovertible fact: climate change is real and profoundly affecting the Arctic.
The expedition opened our eyes to these issues like we never imagined. Experiencing the Arctic in a
truly unique way, we were also privileged to speak with those who live there. Floyd Roland, former
Premier of the Northwest Territories and current mayor of Inuvik related how winter now begins a month
later than when he was a kid, and features less-predictable weather patterns. In Paulatuk, Hank Wolki
pointed to thinning sea ice near his community and the newfound dangers of winter travel; Marlene
Wolki also spoke of a shifting winter season, of picking blueberries in late September, a time when the
land was once frozen, and of an ice-free Darnley Bay in October. Brothers Joe and Steve Illisiak in Brown’s
Camp told of grizzly and polar bears interacting, of the new hybrids on the scene—the pizzly and grolar—
of rarely seen pods of killer whales prowling their waters; Joe Ohokannoak noted that grizzly bears had
reached Victoria Island, how ravens were now commonplace where they once never ventured.
The Arctic is changing and it’s changing dramatically. We know this not because we rowed a boat
through an area where it wouldn’t have been possible in the very recent past, but because the people
whose lives are most affected tell us so.

North Vancouver’s Kevin Vallely was named one of Canada’s leading adventurers by The
Globe and Mail in 2003. Previous missions have seen him take on Alaska’s famed Iditarod, bag peaks on Javan volcanoes, and break the world record for fastest unsupported
trek to the South Pole.
Photo by Tony Hoare
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As modern times descend on Venezuela’s Pemon people, a team of altruistic
climbers ascends one of the legendary faces in their midst—and learns how one
can’t forestall the other.

words Pat Goodman :: photography James Q Martin
Through fluttering eyelids I’m watching the Spanish equivalent of A Christmas Carol in a dive hotel across the
street from the airport in Venezuela’s Ciudad Bolivar. Above me, a shabby portrait of Jennifer Lopez adorns the
cracked but otherwise barren off-white wall. After a rough 11-hour drive from Caracas in our Venezuelan friend
Jose Miranda’s 1964 Land Rover, three tired Americans—Jeremy Collins, James Q Martin and myself—are just about
to siesta when Jose receives a call informing him that 43 Venezuelan soldiers are being held captive by a small
group of indigenous tribesmen in a nearby village. Sleep will clearly have to wait.
Tensions are on the rise in southeast Venezuela, where indigenous peoples and environmentalists are clashing
with mining companies and governments bent on exploiting some of the richest gold deposits in Latin America.
They would also build towns and tourist hotels throughout La Gran Sabana, a primordial land constellated with
some of the oldest geologic formations on Earth—the tabular plateaus known as tepuis. Characteristic of the
Guiana Highlands sandwiched between the Orinoco River to the north and the Amazon River in the south, these
preternatural mesas have attracted many, including explorer Sir Walter Raleigh, who searched among them for the
legendary golden city of El Dorado, and writer Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, who set his novel The Lost World here. The
region’s indigenous Pemon people have a more intimate relationship with the tepuis: they believe them home to
mawari—spirits of the dead.

A Pemon family faces an uncertain future in La Gran Sabana. Tourism and solar energy would preserve a low-impact way of life, but gold would bring more wealth.
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A precipitous ocean of pink sandstone
looms upward for hundreds of metres,
an occasional roof poking out far
enough to keep the wall’s bottom dry
even during a deluge.
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Picture grabbing vines for support, the air filled with the sound of birds, rustling leaves,

PREVIOUS Two men, some ants, and
a waterfall.
LEFT A young Pemon woman in Yunek.

raging waterfalls. Everything looks like a big snake, and flying ants sting your neck.

BELOW Doodle bug. The portaledge
wasn’t big enough to contain all of
Jeremy Collins’s ideas, but it sufficed
in a pinch.

With much-needed slumber postponed, we wade

ramble, with Jose doing a wonderful job of

Perhaps a hundred Pemon inhabit this small

through the fuzzy details of the hostage situation

translation. “The developed world is creeping

village, and though isolated—a two-three day

and how it might affect our second expedition

in from every direction, we cannot hide. That’s

canoe trip on Rio Karuay is the only non-air link

to explore and climb the sheer 500-metre walls

why it’s vital for all of us in Yunek to see that we

to the nearest modern city—they are not shielded:

of Acopán-tepui, near the remote Pemon village

can have the fundamentals of a modern people,

like most indigenous peoples of Amazonia, the

of Yunek in Parque Nacional Canaima. At roughly

but maintain our traditions. This helps keep us

Pemon wear modern clothes, have a nominal

30,000 km2 (about the size of Maryland) Canaima

empowered without having to leave the village

understanding of life outside the village, and

is the world’s sixth largest national park, 65 per

for the needless austerity of city life, and keeps

it’s not uncommon to see a two-way radio or a

cent of which is occupied by tepuis; in addition

the children out of the mines… or worse.”

head-lamp. Yunek even has a modest PA system

to comprising unique geological and biological
environments laced by waterfalls (including
Angel Falls, world’s highest at 1,002 metres) the
tepuis’ sheer cliffs are rife with majestic climbing
opportunities. For this mission, Jose has again left
his farm and family in Caracas, a hard choice for
the affectionate 37 year-old. The previous year,
Jose, Jeremy and myself had been turned back in
an attempt to establish a new route on Acopán.
This time around, with the addition of 38 year-old
pro photographer James (most call him “Q”) we’re
determined to be successful.
With few roads connecting towns in this remote
park, most in-and-out transport is on foot, by
canoe or, as we’re hoping, via light plane to
airstrips built by Capuchin missions (a Catholic
religious order). However, we soon learn that all
air travel into La Gran Sabana has been halted
in the wake of the uprising. Now what? It takes
several days to find the right official to bribe, but
U.S. $3,000 eventually gets the four of us and
our equipment into a small Cessna. Two hours
after the unnerving exchange we land in Yunek.

Chief Leonardo and his wife greet us with open
arms. They remember our names from last year
and quickly gesture us over to where they’ve
kept the solar panels and batteries we’d brought
them, somewhat faded but still in working order.

Jeremy Collins’s art ideas. Climbing isn’t our
only goal; we want to share with the Pemon
something most tourists wouldn’t—art. To that

and an electric guitar the village employs for
church service and entertainment. Most of these
effects were obtained through trade for services
with visitors like us (though I’d speculate the
guitar was special order).

end we’ve brought several life-sized, black-and-

As is characteristic of indigenous cultures in Latin

white portraits of villagers that Jeremy and I

America, the Pemon mix their longstanding tribal

had photographed the previous year, coloured

beliefs with select Christian elements. The first

paint, and wheat flour for paste, all for use on

Capuchin mission in the area was established

a mural project in the school. The artwork is the

in 1931, yet despite adopting Catholicism, the

brainchild of Jeremy, 35, an industrious husband,

Pemon practice social traditions such as marriage

father and celebrated illustrator from Kansas City,

of cousins in spite of church objections, and still

Missouri. The community is ecstatic.
Volleys of Spanish and Spanglish ensue as we
unveil the portraits. The children line up with big
smiles and bare feet to see what the strangers

believe in kanaima—the spirit of evil. All animals
and plants, in fact, are believed to have souls;
stones and rock are soulless, but nevertheless
house bad spirits.

have brought. In a place like Yunek, where the

In Yunek, there’s legend of a giant bird called

bureaucracy of need outweighs that of want,

Tatik ta Tik that purportedly grabbed an elderly

these portraits and art supplies are a sight to

woman and flew off with her to Acopán. A battle

behold. Gifts from foreigners—mostly climbers—

ensued and the bravery summoned in attempting

might yield the kids a soccer ball or perhaps

to save her now runs rich in the blood of descen-

some candy, but this material opens up another

dants, in some measure helping buffer the tribe

dimension in the conversation. When, eventually,

from the encroachment of western civilization.

the children paint for the first time alongside

Fascinated with climbing, the villagers wonder,

Jeremy, the scene is electrifying; instant connection

in a perhaps whimsical way, if evidence of their

between two wildly diverse social linkages that

legends shrouds the craggy summit. One elder

grows stronger with each brush stroke—along

ventures that evil spirits were responsible for

with a laughter of pure joy, which seems to flow

our previous misadventure, recommending we

like a commodity in these free-spirited peoples.

approach this year’s climb more spiritually. Eager

Craftwork is nothing new for the Pemon, whose

Utah-based innovator of portable solar power

exemplary skills are evident not only in the

products, on this trip we’re able to supply the

fabrication of their palm-thatched clay huts, but

village with another 2,500 watts of battery storage

in wayare (backpacks) and tipiti, a woven cylinder

plus an additional 60 watts of sunlight-sucking

used to squeeze toxic prussic acid from the

panels; among other things, this sustainable

grated pulp of the yuca root. Thus purified, the

set-up is now used to power lights and the

yuca is then dried and ground into a granular

village CB radio.

substance used to make the crisp flatbread casabe

states Leonardo during an hour-long Spanish
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discuss not only our climbing objective, but

Through the generous support of Goal Zero, a

“This system is important to us in many ways,”

44

We’re brought pineapples and bananas as we

burrero, a staple alongside pineapple, banana

and fish.

to kindle a connection with the tepuis and create
our own legend on Acopán, we indeed count our
blessings in praise of the surroundings.

Viewed from the village, Acopán stands like a
variegated fortress, streaked in vibrant orange,
pink, white, green, brown and black. The serrated
skyline traces a dozen clean, 300- to 600-metre
walls separated by waterfalls and vegetated gullies.
Acopán is but one of many tepuis in the vast
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LEFT Every morning was a sandstone hangover on Acopán-tepui. ABOVE LEFT Fair exchange: unfettered life deserves unfettered art. ABOVE RIGHT The future begins with a single wheel turning.

Chimantá Massif. With elevations of up to 2,700

Julio is the village guide and commonly helps

while leading, something thumb-sized buzzes

metres and a footprint of 1,400 km2, Chimantá

organize and shuttle loads for climbers to camps

my face and I think “Cool, a hummingbird!” Far

is considered one of the most important sites of

below Acopán or other tepuis. After a half-day

from the delightful flutter of a nectarivorous

species endemism and biodiversity in the region.

trek with Julio’s crew over water, through jungle,

bird, however, the horrible reality proves to be a

and across rolling sabana we settle into the

monster-sized hornet. On edge, we navigate the

idyllic ambience of camp, where the sound of

vast labyrinth of horizontal fractures with sloth-like

buzzing insects and the wind rustling long grass

tenacity; with the occasional need for bolts,

is broken only by the metallic squawk of a bearded

each pitch demands a multitude of specialized

bellbird.

aid-climbing tactics to complete.

uitous Wingate sandstone, a trifling 200 million

Our previous attempt at a new route on Acopán

The climbing is exposed and overhung maybe

years old, Chimantá’s sandstone towers comprise

fell short in part because of a badly sprained

15 degrees. Bending my neck back at the top of

dense Precambrian rock of about 1.7 billion years

ankle and broken finger, but also due to impru-

pitch four—our previous highpoint—a precipi-

To describe the landscape, I rely on pieces of
what I’ve known to create something new—much
like a dream. Imagine a karst desert landscape
like the vast Castleton area outside of Moab,
Utah, but instead of the desert southwest’s ubiq-

dence regarding the

tous ocean of pink and red sandstone looms

actual difficulty of

upward for hundreds of metres, an occasional

our intended objec-

roof poking far enough out to keep the wall dry

batteries we’d brought last year; this sustainable set-up

tive compounded

even during a deluge. One-third of the way up,

is now used to power lights and the village CB radio.

with time restraints.

we establish our porta-ledge camp and stock it

This year, with

with supplies for a week. Over the next five days

much of the hard

we push upward through the terrain that shielded

route-finding work

us from daily drizzles on the lower pitches. The

Chief Leonardo gestures us over to the solar panels and

in age; instead of vertical fractures, their cracks

and a few bolts already established on lower

stubborn, hard-to-protect lower wall gives way to

are mostly horizontal. Replace the dry washes

pitches, time is on our side.

gear-sucking horizontal cracks; pitch after pitch

and bare dirt of Moab’s surrounding flatlands
with a mix of wide-open grassland, rivers of golden
water, and dense vegetation… then remove all
highways or roads. Now add thick jungle to the
talus cones and picture yourself grabbing vines
for support on the steeper sections. Fill the air
with the sounds of myriad birds, rustling leaves
and raging waterfalls. Make everything on the
ground look like a big snake and have flying ants
sting your neck.
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Finally approaching the climb, we work our way
up through a mix of ferns, grasses and thick
vines on the first hundred metres of rock. Gnats
chew on our flesh, and mist from a nearby
waterfall causes goosebumps even though it’s
27˚C in the sun. Occasionally we encounter loose
or sandy rock, but for the most part it’s hard as

above our camp is a blessing from the gods. The
multi-roofed sixth pitch earns the name “Express
land” and brings us over the hump. With the
summit in sight the angle finally eases. The rock
color changes to black and green, its texture
more abrasive, the square-cut angles more rounded;
gear, when available, is solid.

marble. Square-cut angles comprise the gauntlet

On top it’s windy enough that I can almost

of familiar hand and footholds, while sporadic

relax into the gales as I might sit in a La-Z-Boy.

vertical fractures offer solid jams. At one point,

Suddenly the wind stops, the abrupt shift from
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During our climb the village purchased mining equipment of its own;
though modest in size, a gold-dredge sitting alongside a row of fuel
barrels delivers a gross realization.
screaming tempest to mild breeze makes my ears

Many people forget, or never learn, that a key

ring; an unmistakable shriek from the rare harpy

ingredient of life is to enjoy it. Not so the Pemon,

eagle breaks the calm, an aural marker of this

whose simple and dignified existence has,

far-flung location atop an island of time. Mounds

together with our isolation from the “real” world,

of wind-sculpted rock pepper the summit landscape,

given us even more appreciation for the gift of

varying in height, but sharing a similar, other-

life. The incredible climbing opportunities here

worldly quality. Jose even thinks one looks like

have fueled our adventures and likely those of

a dinosaur. We frolic about like children on a

many to come, but the few months a year when

magical quest through the peculiar formations.

the airstrip buzzes with visitors isn’t enough.

Vast jungles, plains and more tepuis stretch as
far as the eye can see. From the summit I see a
virgin Earth, a land seemingly untouched by our
noisy, brightly lit society. Will it be the same next
time we visit?

Though the recent hostage situation has been
resolved, the Pemon’s land and way of life are still
threatened by the encroachment of mines, the
tension of inevitability pushing them in an industrialized direction. To our bewilderment, during

Our descent takes us into the darkness of night;

our climb the village purchased mining equipment

a sky full of stars makes us feel tiny as we

of its own; though modest in size, a gold-dredge

reverse our path through the vertiginous world.

sitting alongside a row of fuel barrels delivers a

Three hundred metres of rappelling reinstalls us

gross realization. We discuss with them the potential

at the porta-ledge camp perched high above the

to grow the local economy through tourism.

jungle canopy, and though cramped with four

Perhaps a Via Ferrata to Acopán’s summit, or bike

smelly climbers packed into a space for two, it’s

trails across the vast rolling terrain of the Sabana?

a welcome dwelling. We feast on the last of our
wall rations—rum cake and sausage sticks—and,
languishing after the torment of vertical existence, fade into some form of slumber, content
and proud of the new route we christen “In Gold
Blood” (V 5.12c A.0 for those keeping score).

Our suggestions are lofty, perhaps not quite
as easy to comprehend as gold. Nevertheless,
they fall not on deaf ears, but simply those of a
people aspiring to find their way to that universal
among humankind: progress.

Two flickering lights synchronize with the

The biggest thing in the New

crackling of an electric guitar amp. Several days

Mexico desert where Pat

have passed since we packed up our camp and

Goodman grew up was the

climbing gear and traded the jungle for more

rugged form of Ship Rock,

hospitable accommodations in Yunek and some

a global climbing icon. No

“Pemonaritas” (pineapple and tequila). Alongside

surprise then that the Fay-

villagers, we spend our last hours in La Gran

etteville, West Virginia-based

Sabana attending a solar-powered concert under
the twinkling firmament. Leonardo and his four-man
band strum, drum and sing in celebration of our
successful adventure.

climber continues to be drawn
to the wild life of first ascents
and big alpine routes in wild
environments.

LEFT Sunset over Acopán-tepui on La Gran Sabana.
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a really, really

PROBLEM
As the continuing saga of Jumbo
Glacier Resort expands almost
monthly, observers rightly wonder
when it might explode.
words Andrew Findlay :: photography
Steve Ogle

Lake of the Hanging Glacier tells you all you need to know about the stunning scenery of this part of the Purcell Mountains.
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ABOVE Stickers have kept the local sentiment alive for twenty years. RIGHT There is a long list of recreators that enjoy the area around Jumbo. NEXT SPREAD Skier Chad Sayers contemplates the remains of one of the many destructive avalanches of
winter 2013-2014 in the Jumbo area.

There’s a mountain resort in the East Kootenays
with a mayor and a council, but without infra-

The problem runs deeper than environmental concerns: there’s a real

structure, buildings, citizens or a tax base. If that

sense that the Jumbo resort will rip the heart from one of the most

sounds bizarre, well, it is—yet just another twist

cherished wilderness areas in the East Kootenays.

in a tale that has taken on aspects of the absurd
since the idea of a ski resort in the wilderness of
the Purcell Mountains first began percolating over

Rocky Mountain Trench dividing that range from

commercializing Jumbo, touting the highest lift

two decades ago. Opposition was fierce then and

the Columbia Mountains.

top-stations, greatest vertical drop, and by far

remains so today. In fact the proposed Jumbo
Glacier Resort (JGR) has polarized a community
perhaps more than any other major development
in British Columbia—at least one involving the
seemingly innocuous, fun-loving pursuit of skiing.

In a deep valley north of the Purcell Wilderness
Conservancy and east of Panorama ski resort,
Jumbo Glacier rises back toward the summit
of Jumbo Mountain, an icy massif straddling
the watersheds of Glacier and Jumbo Creeks.
Proponents and opponents alike covet this

It was a full 20 years ago that I first heard the
word “jumbo” in reference to a mountain region
in B.C.. I was visiting my sister and her family in
Invermere and saw a white, red-lettered sticker
that read “Jumbo Wild” on the family van, a vehicle
accessory that soon seemed as ubiquitous as
standard-issue insurance decals around this town
set on the shores of Lake Windermere in the
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mountainscape for the same basic reason: it’s
spectacular. The sight of Jumbo Glacier’s abrupt
end at a cliff above Lake of the Hanging Glacier

most glacier skiing in North America with more
than two-dozen lifts accessing four glaciers to a
height of 3,419 metres, as well as a 110-hectare
village with 6,000 beds to accommodate staff
and projected peak-season daily visitation of
2,000 – 3,000 people. The latter calls this a pipe
dream and wants to preserve Jumbo as a publicly
accessible, wildlife-rich paradise for non-motorized, non-commercial recreation.

rivals any postcard-ready mountain vista. String

To be a JGR supporter in a town like Invermere

some ski lifts up this terrain and, depending on

is to be a pariah; like walking around with a

who you talk to, you’ll have either an A-list ski

sign pinned to your puffy that says “Kick me,

resort or an environmental, social and economic

I’m an asshole!” Even Kicking Horse Coffee,

abomination. The former would capitalize on

the homegrown, multi-million dollar roasting

You can’t mitigate environmental
impacts and damage to grizzly
habitat, and you can’t mitigate
impacts on people who have
moved to the Columbia Valley for
a certain quiet lifestyle.

enterprise, self-brands as categorically opposed
to the resort, its Invermere headquarters and
cafe emblazoned with anti-Jumbo slogans. In
Invermere, “Jumbo Wild” and “Grizzlies not
Gondolas” stickers continue to far outnumber
the proponents’ feeble-sounding rebuttal, “It
Snows in Jumbo.” But you can find one slapped
on the back of the vehicle belonging to Grant
Costello, senior VP of Glacier Resorts Ltd., the
somewhat mysterious enterprise behind JGR that
occupies a nondescript and often deserted office
in an Invermere strip mall. Costello doesn’t come
across as an arrogant developer. He’s generally
personable, if not a little defensive from years
in the line of fire, and genuinely believes in the
Jumbo dream—unpopular as it is. But with such
acrimonious and sustained opposition characterizing Jumbo since it first hit public consciousness,
it begs a question: Why bother when support for
the resort makes you public enemy No. 1?
“The answer is simple. Because we’re winning,”
Costello tells me over the phone.
This claim needs a qualifier: the proponent may
be winning the regulatory battle and have the
provincial government in its back pocket, but
it’s an unequivocal loser in the court of public
opinion.

In the late 1970s, a posse of Canadian ski racing
coaches—including Costello, an experienced
NORAM and Kootenay regional coach—dreamed
of a year-round facility to rival European locations
like Solden, Hintertux and Stubai. Their collective
gaze settled on Farnham Glacier about 10 kilometres
northwest of Jumbo Mountain, and Jumbo Glacier
Skiing Ltd. was founded to push forward the
proposal for an Olympic training centre. It fizzled
after Alpine Canada abandoned the idea in favor
of Blackcomb Mountain in Whistler. Then, in the
early 1990s, along came Oberto Oberti, a Vancouver-based architect with even bigger dreams for a
four-season, high-altitude glacier skiing destination.
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ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT As autumn settles in, the development window closes; outdoor luminaries Pat and Baiba Morrow passionately defend the Purcell wilderness; Dave Quinn, biologist, writer, opponent; Grant Costello has hung onto the
Jumbo Glacier Resort dream for two decades. RIGHT Next to resident grizzlies, backcountry skiers stand to lose the most from development.

In Invermere, “Grizzlies not Gondolas” and “Jumbo Wild” stickers far
outnumber the proponents’ feeble-sounding rebuttal, “It Snows in Jumbo.”

oversight. In November 2012 the province complied, declaring this ghost village a municipality
complete with provincially appointed mayor—
Greg Deck, former mayor of Radium and RDEK

With deep pockets, deeper connections and

area’s already high density of destination ski resorts

chair—along with a kangaroo council of three.

development savvy, Oberti puffed new life into

including Sunshine, Lake Louise, Panorama,

This mini banana republic then received $260,000

Costello’s idea. Oberti’s Glacier Resorts Ltd. incor-

Kimberley, Fernie and newly minted Kicking Horse

in public funds and, in its recent five-year plan,

porated the Farnham Glacier training facility into

Mountain Resort—also an Oberti brainchild. The

included revenue of $1 million—all of it public

its overall development concept for Jumbo, and

BCEAO nevertheless issued an environmental

money.

from 2003-2009, race camps were held there until

certificate (EC), albeit with nearly 200 conditions

the $2 million in funding raised by Alpine Canada

to be met before construction could start. But not

and the Calgary Olympic Development Association

a spoonful of dirt was moved. In 2008, with an

ran dry. It was in 1991, after Oberti made a formal

EC and provincial endorsement of a master plan

proposal to B.C. Lands, that the battle with locals

in hand but questions of local zoning still murky,

began in earnest, igniting the PR trench warfare

Glacier Resorts Ltd. attempted to build a road

that has raged almost continuously to this day.

to the toe of Jumbo Glacier to install a summer

The ace in the proponents’ hands has always

chairlift only to have an eight-week blockade

been the provincial government, which was onside

thwart the effort. The following year, on the eve

from day one.

of the EC’s expiry, the province issued a one-time,

In 2004, the B.C. Environmental Assessment Office
(BCEAO) received 5,839 individual responses
throughout the public input period, a whopping
91 per cent opposed that ranged from concern
over impacts to grizzly habitat and other wilderness
values, to dubious economic merit given the
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five-year extension to the required construction
start date. That same year, by a narrow one-vote
margin, the Regional District of East Kootenay
(RDEK) approved a motion urging the government
to designate JGR a Mountain Resort Municipality,
in essence forfeiting local control and zoning

Most see this as a bizarre and wasteful use
of public funds, but then bizarre has come to
signify this project. In March 2012 the resort
received another boost when the Ministry of
Forest, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
(FLNRO) signed off on JGR’s Master Development
Agreement that calls for a whopping $900 million
in capital investment in a three-phase plan, even
though the real source of money and possible
investors, if any, remains unknown. In his ruling,
FLNRO minister Steve Thomson concluded that
“on balance, the commitments and strategies
in place are reasonable” going on to say that
“while there is not unanimous support for the
project, all interested parties have had extensive
opportunity to make their views known.” Still far

Proponents and opponents alike covet this glacier-draped
mountainscape for the same basic reason: it’s spectacular.

were insanely overbuilt in the last real estate
boom, and we don’t want to further saturate
either the real estate or ski markets and lose
[more] of the already thin ski-tourism pie to
another, unwanted, unsustainable resort that

from breaking ground, Glacier Resorts Ltd. never-

of Bill Bennett, current Minister of Energy and

theless continued chipping away at opposition.

Mines, all over the order’s thinly veiled effort to

The Ktunaxa Nation refers to the Jumbo region

spare Glacier Resort Ltd. the inconvenience of

as Qat’muk, home of the grizzly bear spirit; in

going through another EA should it fail to meet

2012 it filed for a judicial review of JGR in B.C.

the October construction deadline.

Supreme Court claiming the resort’s approval

So far, the only visitors to Jumbo have been

parasitic development. This means no more

protestors, a couple helicopter loads of potential

access up Horsethief, Jumbo, Glacier, and [other

French investors (also met by anti-Jumbo activists),

drainages]—all beloved and historic recreation

backcountry skiers and hikers who have seemingly

destinations for locals.”

been using the area since the dawn of time.

Many also question the resort’s technical feasibility.

threatens their nation’s spiritual connection to
the area. In April 2014 Justice Savage of the B.C.
Supreme Court dismissed the file, saying “the
process of consultation and accommodation” with
First Nations by JGR had passed the test. The

Costello and Oberti say bring it on. They may
not be winning the battle with what they call
“Kootenay hippies,” but government is on their
side. The project has a longtime friend in Bill
Bennett, the outspoken, often coarse Liberal
MLA who has also held several cabinet posts.
Though the proposed resort doesn’t fall within
his East Kootenay riding, Bennett traveled to
France in February 2011 on his own nickel to
meet with potential investors. Then as Minister of
Community, Sport and Cultural Development, he
helped stickhandle the controversial legislation
that enabled the province to undemocratically
appoint council members to resort municipalities.
Glacier Resorts Ltd. also takes small comfort from
remote pockets of vocal support, like the Kimberley-based Kootenays Rockies Tourism Association,
which came out early in 1995 backing the resort.

From an outsider’s perspective, the anti-Jumbo
rhetoric can seem puzzling. The mountain-stripping
coal mines of B.C.’s southeast corner have never
garnered this much opposition. Yet the JGR story
reveals legitimate issues with process through
the Kafkaesque twists and turns the proposal has
taken over the years, from pro-development MLA
Bennett assuming the role of cheerleader, to a
small-town politico appointed mayor of nothing,
to a government that barely pays lip service

huge swaths of timber and highlighting logistical
challenges in upgrading forest service roads to
paved winter parkways—not to mention the
expense, to be borne at least in part by the
taxpayer. RK Heliskiing operations manager Rod
Gibbons also notes that the Commander Glacier—
which falls within JGR’s proposed ski area—was
an un-skiable maze of open crevasses and seracs
last winter.

grizzly population, and during the EA process, the

in Wilmer, where one of his heroes and inspirations

ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection even

Conrad Kain homesteaded years ago. In 1919 the

acknowledged that “the Project would result in

famous Austrian-born guide and doyen of Canadian

significant impacts to grizzly bears, both in terms

mountaineering completed a solo first winter

of mortality risks and habitat effectiveness, including

ascent of Jumbo Mountain, an epic tour de force

habitat fragmentation within and outside the

in classic Kain style that would have required a

Jumbo Valley.”

60-kilometre jaunt one way by ski or snowshoe

biologist Michael Proctor wrote that “keeping
this core anchor sub-population healthy, intact

Kathy Cooper.

and un-fragmented is likely essential to main-

summer, the one-time EC extension will expire

Jumbo and Farnham Creek valleys, snapping off

longtime member of the group Jumbo Wild, lives

that meets all the necessary criteria,” says CEO

Resorts Ltd. gets something in the ground this

from the proposed Jumbo town and associated

concerns about impacts to an already depressed

changed. We’re in favour of tourism development

And now it’s 11th hour again: unless Glacier

ages to mitigate impacts on grizzly populations

Pat Morrow, the renowned mountaineer, skier and

In a July 2010 letter to the BCEAO, Kootenay bear

remains a lonely business being a fan of JGR.

control public access to all surrounding drain-

to public input. Biologists have raised serious

“That was our board’s decision then and it hasn’t

Beyond such rare public pronouncements, it

tells me. “One of the 200 caveats of the EC is to

Last winter, climax avalanches rifled down both

Ktunaxa vow to fight on. So to do the legions of
anti-Jumbo citizens.

has zero benefit for any local community,” Quinn

taining the long-term self-sustainability of the
larger Canadian regional Purcell-Selkirk grizzly
as well as maintaining the international grizzly
bear distribution extending directly south into the
United States.”

(that detail is lost to history) from his Wilmer
home. Morrow has scrambled, skied and climbed
all over the Jumbo area and calls JGR a “Mickey

Chad Sayers happily—and easily—finds his happy place at Jumbo without the assistance of a ski lift.

summer and Morrow intends to be back shoulder

spent the bulk of his career playing for the New

as the Lake of the Hanging Glacier is cold. Skiers,

to shoulder with other opponents helping to

Jersey Devils, and as he matured from a young

of course, are a fickle, sometimes hedonistic

organize protests.

player fixated only on the next game, his green

bunch, and it won’t surprise if some of those who

sensibilities took hold, coming into acute focus

proudly sport Jumbo Wild stickers now line up

every time he drove across the murky Hudson

to buy lift tickets if JGR ever becomes more than

River.

a glossy brochure concept. Fortunately there are

Mouse operation” out of step with public will in

“We’ll be there not to blockade, but to observe

the Columbia Valley. Development interests, of

and ensure that all 200 conditions of the Environ-

course, don’t often mesh well with public will.

mental Certificate are met,” says Morrow. “You

Morrow joined protesters in the Farnham Valley in

can’t mitigate environmental impacts and damage

“Living on the East Coast of the U.S. opened my

the summer of 2013 to observe efforts by JGR to

to grizzly habitat, and you can’t mitigate impacts

eyes to how much development and industrializa-

start work on a mini-resort at the foot of Farnham

on people who have moved to the Columbia

tion has affected the planet,” Niedermayer told

Glacier, an environmental action that included a

Valley for a certain quiet lifestyle.”

me over the phone from California, where he

in October, 2014. Which is why the company has

The problem, however, runs deeper than just

60-member orchestra performing “Requiem for a

lives with his wife and four kids while keeping a

turned its focus to what it calls Farnham Glacier

process and environmental concerns. A real sense

Glacier,” a piece written for the occasion. JGR’s

second home in the Kootenays. “Looking down

Adventures—and what opponents call an act of

that the resort will rip the heart from one of the

efforts were again thwarted when West Kootenay

desperation. And just this spring came another

most cherished wilderness areas in the East

strange twist: on April 15 the B.C. government

Kootenays has been part of the public conversation

enacted an order that would have exempted

ever since Dave Quinn, Kimberley writer, biologist

arrived to break things up. By summer’s end JGR

both sweet natural gas processing plants and

and staffer with the environmental group Wildsight,

had loaded its bulldozers back onto flatbeds

all-season ski resorts from the environmental as-

was in high school.

and gone home without having broken ground in

“All our small towns have existing ski hills that

any significant way. Tensions will flare again this

sessment process. Reaction was swift and strong
from Jumbo opponents, who see the fingerprints
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activists blocked the logging road with a van,
attracting the attention of Invermere police who

Several years ago, former NHL all-star defenceman
Scott Niedermayer was enlisted to add his voice
to the JGR battle and remains a steadfast opponent.
He comes by his environmentalism honestly.
Growing up playing hockey in Cranbrook,
Niedermayer hiked, fished and explored with his
parents in the southern Purcells, experiences that
had a profound impact on his life and ideals. He

thousands more ready to make sure that never
happens, and that this ghost resort remains a
phantom.

Andrew Findlay loves to ski
but is skeptical of developers

at rivers that have been heavily polluted for

who are long on promises and

decades made me appreciate how special the

short on details. Still, on recent

East Kootenays are and how as a kid I’d drink

sojourns to places like Japan,

water out of pretty much any stream.”

Ecuador and Palm Springs, the

That, in essence, sums up the strange zeitgeist
of the Jumbo story; the thought of violating this
wild sanctuary strikes a nerve with many as raw

Courtney, Vancouver Island
freelance journalist hasn’t met
a destination he didn’t like.
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One photographer’s
unexpected Journey to the
Centre of the Earth.
words Leslie Anthony :: photography Francois-Xavier De Ruydts

Chinese expedition member “Tuz” enters another world in Jiangzhoudong cave near Fengshan in Guangxi, China.
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“We’re dropped by helicopter in an isolated area on Vancouver Island. We start bushwhacking and I
hear—woohoo!—because someone just found a hole in the mountain no one knew was there. They’re
all saying ‘OK, who’s first?’ I’m new so I say ‘Sure, I don’t mind,’ and down I go,” relates the youthful, darkhaired man seated in front of me. Excitement creases his bronzed face the way cracks spread across ice.
Rugged, tall, and somewhere just north of skinny, his muscled forearms ripple when he leans forward.
“I’m hanging in space at the end of the rope and

Not that he hadn’t done anything radical before.

days to get a shot. And there’s no light when

I realize: I’m the very first human who’s been here…

An inveterate traveler and outdoorist, as a

photography is all about light. Perfect!”

then I immediately get scared that I might knock

teenager Fix rock-climbed in Europe and crossed

down a rock or trigger a landslide because no one

Quebec by canoe. Following university he rode a

knows what’s down here. At the bottom is a huge

bike around the world on what he figured would

snow choc—just like in a crevasse. Water dripping

be his last great adventure before settling down.

from the surface has melted a five-metre tunnel

Afterward, however, the travel bug hit worse than

right through it; we have no idea what’s below but

ever. As a trained geographer, he’d had no trouble

of course we just rappel down through the hole.”

landing environmental work for specialty housing

He leans back and sips his beer with what seems
self-satisfaction. He knows how crazy it sounds

and waste management projects, but within three
years he couldn’t stand it.

photos. Next thing he knew Canadian Geographic
had green-lighted his proposal for a winter expedition to Castleguard Cave beneath the Columbia
Icefield. “I went with some cave divers from the
UK. It was a full day travelling on the glacier
on skis pulling sleds filled with scuba tanks,
and when we got to the cave entrance it was

thrills, fears and abiding discovery offered by

didn’t even know where it was and had to look

blocked with ice. In winter there’s normally an

caves. Vancouver-based photographer Fran-

it up on a map—but he liked what he saw and

air pocket to crawl in through, but there’d been

cois-Xavier De Ruydts has dozens of such tales,

agreed. In Canada he found work as a mapper

epic high water at some point and it all froze. We

but this one, from only his second caving expedition,

but quit after only six months to be a photogra-

retreated.”

was influential: it’s the one that sucked him down

pher. He’d flirted with the idea before, but hadn’t

the rabbit hole of underground exploration.

known what type to pursue. Adventure photography

given name is a mouthful. But the moniker also
has utility for his vocation: in the echo-chamber
spaces below the planet’s surface, monosyllabic
words work best for communication, a fortuitous
safety feature in what’s perennially rated one of
the world’s most dangerous activities.
Intense but with a playful edge, Fix speaks with
the ease of someone who’s found their calling.
That the 32-year-old takes his time with questions
of a philosophical nature suggests there’s something
to unearth for him as well—an inner journey to
parallel his myriad physical paths in the four years
since quitting a job he didn’t enjoy and moving
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came away with a few good photos—very good

When Idalina suggested a move to Vancouver, he

They call him “Fix” and with good reason: his
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Exploration Group, did some weekend trips, and

but that’s the point: a story that admixes the

had seemed out of the question in Belgium,

Professional caver Adam Walker squeezes through yet another tight passage in the Rat’s Nest cave near Canmore, Alberta.

He signed on with the Vancouver Island Cave

from Belgium to Canada with his wife, Idalina.

but Vancouver offered a place where he could
make that leap, fully encouraged by Idalina. “She
told me I wouldn’t be happy unless I did it, so I
started fulltime right away. I put ads on Craigslist
for models, shot my wife and friends as well, and
soon had a decent portfolio.”
If Fix was deliberate about jumping into photography he was even more calculated on how
to succeed. He needed a good self-marketing
hook that would differentitate him from other
local photographers who concentrated on skiing,
boarding, biking, climbing, and paddling. “I
thought, well, caving… now there’s a terrible

Lamenting the lost opportunity, Fix tried again
with a smaller team. That didn’t work either, but
he’d now met numerous cavers with many ideas,
so he called Canadian Geographic and convinced
them to let him shoot a more general piece.
When it appeared as the cover story in a 2012
issue, Fix was ecstatic: he’d realized a five-year
photography goal in only two years.

After numerous caving trips and articles and photos
everywhere, Fix was worried he’d saturated the
small niche market. Thinking it might be a few
years before he could revisit the cave trope, and
wary of being pigeonholed, he cast about for other
edgy pursuits, settling on canyoneering—big in

sport no photographer wants to do. I mean, it’s

the Alps but virtually unknown in Canada.

horrible—you have to crawl in mud for hours or

His calculus paid off.
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It’s like a womb. There’s no wind, no sun, it’s dark,
and it’s quiet. The only thing you hear is water
dripping—plick, plick, plick—and your heartbeat.
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With both caving and canyoneering you’re descending into the crust,
so there’s intimacy and exploration—on a first descent you have no
idea what’s around the corner.

phenomena: spelothems from the most easily
accessible vaults had been robbed by locals to
sell in local markets—another reason Fix sees to
explore the lithosphere while he can.

The scope and grandeur of the Guangxi caves
“I started pitching a story about a fast-growing

Author Jules Verne’s famous Journey to the Centre

also presented unique photographic problems.

‘canyoneering community’ that wasn’t quite

of the Earth begins on the glacial summit of an

“It was tough,” recalls Fix. “Canadian caves are

true—there was potential but not much happening.

Icelandic volcano, and ice, snow and vulcanism

small in comparison: instead of five flashes and

When a national magazine bit on the idea I fig-

likewise figure into Fix’s own canon. “As a geog-

two guys to help out, in China you needed 20

ured, alright, now I have to create this community.

rapher, I’ve always been interested in volcanoes.

flashes and 10 guys—it’s another scale. Anything

After a lot of time online I managed to get 15

A vulcanologist told me about some ice caves

that wasn’t natural lighting was difficult. In a

people together in a bar. We formed a group,

on top of Washington’s Mt. Rainier. There were

room that’s 100 by 200 by 100 metres it could

made a Facebook page, and got started.”

no photos on the internet, only a few tales of

take hours to set up a shot. Even synching

climbers hanging out in them to survive storms.

flashes was hard—the radio triggers are made for

I had to see them.”

studios, not large distances.”

More kismet ensued: filming waterfalls in West

Fix read scientific papers describing how steam

Technical limitations are rife in cave-photogra-

Vancouver he met an ex-canyoneering guide from

vents were indeed melting the mountain’s summit

phy. “The first challenge is to get into the cave

Switzerland and they exchanged phone numbers.

glaciers from beneath. He assembled a team,

with your gear in one piece,” says Fix. “The

Eventually, armed with only the most rudimentary

left Vancouver on a Friday, and by Sunday was

main problem is dirt. Dry mud is the worst: it’s

of beta on a place called Monmouth Creek near

atop Rainier. Battling altitude sickness, the group

microscopic particles that get on your hands and

Squamish, B.C., they climbed to the top and

explored a system of ice-chambers that runs five

go everywhere.”

made a first descent of the otherworldly canyon

kilometres around the crater. “It was humid and

in two days, with Fix filming. The award-win-

warm inside. We called one cavern ‘The Bird

ning result, Down the Line, launched other

Room’ because a bird was frozen in the ceiling.

cinematographic collaborations, including an

The lines in the ice corresponding to periods of

expedition with Global TV to Booming Ice Chasm,

deposition and melting were amazing,” recounts

a preternatural alpine cave on the B.C.-Alberta

Fix, who’s headed back in August 2014 to map

border. It was all coming together—albeit in the

the system and compare its current configuration

bowels of the Earth.

to a 30 year-old chart, as well as collect samples

At this same time, like many contemporary
photographers, Fix took up filming as well.

“With both caving and canyoneering you’re
PREVIOUS PAGE Adam
Walker claws across
a convex ice bulb in
Booming Ice Chasm,
Crowsnest Pass, Alberta.
LEFT Damien Briguet
making a first descent in
Monmouth Creek canyon,
Squamish, B.C..
NEXT SPREAD LEFT
Multiple exposure of
Alberta Caver Jesse Martin
rappelling “88 Pitch” in
Tripartight Cave, B.C..
NEXT SPREAD RIGHT
Randy Brochu ascends
back to daylight in “Pit
Pit’n Pit” in the Karst
area near Gold River,
Vancouver Island, B.C..
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of live bacteria for a Canadian microbiologist.

descending into the crust, so there’s intimacy and

Mapping is common practice with cavers—in

exploration,” says Fix of their natural fit. “Neither

part because it’s easy to get lost in labyrinthine

is as demanding as rock climbing; they’re more

passages in the dark. This past winter, along with

about enjoying the moment—on a first descent

a Belgian buddy, Fix joined a French expedition to

you have no idea what’s around the corner.”

Guangxi Province in China to explore one of the

Much like squeezing through a tight cave passage
and discovering a larger amphitheatre on the
other side, Fix’s choices continued to deliver new
experiences, expanded purpose and opportunity in
the subterranean world. “It’s interesting how one
thing leads to another when you believe in it.”

world’s largest cave systems. Over 15 days the
team mapped their way through three enormous

Other quandaries fall under representation. Caves
are naturally pitch black: how do you convey
that? “You have to light so it looks natural—not

like it would be for a tourist. A moment that
channels adventure, exploration and natural
ambiance. Less is generally better, but every
situation is different. Each project requires you
to rethink what you’ll bring and to redesign how
you’ll keep it from getting wet or dusty.”
Which means you have to be one part inventor,
one part MacGyver. In Booming Ice Chasm, for
instance, Fix made his own lights and figured out
how to keep tripod legs steady on a convex ice
surface—with tennis balls that held on ice the
way a wool sock would.

grottos bristling with speleothems (cave forma-

Equipment isn’t the only thing at risk underground.

tions): stalactites, stalagmites, pillars and the

Many dangers are the same as in the mountains:

geologic peculiarity known as cave pearls. Despite

falling rocks; falling people; rope or equipment

the novelties of these caves’ nether reaches, they

failures. “The difference is that if you get hurt

also saw the downside of such spectacular natural

in the mountains you can call in a helicopter,”
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Cave formations from the most
easily accessible vaults had been
robbed by locals to sell in local
markets—another reason to explore
the lithosphere while you can.

notes Fix, “but if you break a leg 300 metres
underground you have to go back up the way
you came in. Not many accident victims die right
away in caves; they might break a leg and have
to wait five days for rescue… so many die of
exposure and exhaustion.”
Still, Fix sees enchantment and opportunity
as far outweighing the challenges. The Earth’s
inner spaces offer pure exploration in an age
when there’s little chance to be the first human
anywhere. “It’s a different way of looking at the
Earth. You see pristine things that have never
been altered by humans, which is rarely true on
the surface. For the most part caves are exactly
as they were thousands of years ago.”
As his photos attest, there’s clearly more than
planting flags and bragging rights at stake. “The
most amazing thing is the feeling of being in the
belly of Mother Earth,” says Fix. “Many people
fear being stuck in the dark in a claustrophobic
space, but I find tight passages comfortable.
Maternal, protected. Like a womb—a stable
environment. There’s no wind, no sun to change
the temperature, it’s dark, and quiet. The only
thing you hear is water dripping—plick, plick,
plick—and your heartbeat.”

Driven by his own passion for
exploration, Francois-Xavier
“Fix” De Ruydts brings people
into places they’ve never seen
before through his photography,
which he hopes, in turn, will
inspire them to care more
about the places they live. His
own cave is in Vancouver.

PREVIOUS SPREAD, CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT One small light makes a big
difference in the dark: Jesse Martin in Pachydream Cave, part of the Heavy
Breather system—the deepest cave in North America; CNRS scientist Fabien
Hoblea paddles an unexplored passage in Jiangzhoudong cave, Guangxi, China;
UBC’s Artem Bylinskii pauses in the steamy ice cave ringing the summit of Mt.
Rainier, Washington.
THIS SPREAD Fabien Hoblea, French expedition member and karst researcher
passes from one reality into another at Jiangzhoudong cave in Guangxi, China.
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The Animal Intimacy of Paul Nicklen

The true measure of a wildlife
photographer is not, as many romanticize, the ultimate
capture of an exotic species, but an ability to communicate the
familiar in an unfamiliar way—to take us beyond the received human view of
lifeforms we’re inextricably related to. Anthropocentric assumptions about other creatures
are challenged by the right photo, even when the behaviour or situation depicted is quite
natural. Add in the framing of an arresting and little-understood environment, and the result can be
otherworldy—a measure of understanding outside of human experience, as if this is how animals see and
experience each other. An ecological mirror. Paul Nicklen, whose photos offer preternatural perspectives that are as
stunning as they are informative, is such a shooter.
With a self-proclaimed focus on polar regions, it’s clear Nicklen is both comfortable in and well apprised of these
environments, the animals that dwell there, and their often delicate interrelationship. And with good reason: a childhood
spent among the Inuit of the Canadian Arctic segued to professional training as a marine biologist with a specialty in polar bears
and Arctic ecosystems. As a photographer, his biological knowledge served to carry him into a different realm, but dedication and
hard work also played their part: a defining moment was being dropped in the middle of the tundra for three months to “figure
out” photography. The Arctic also instilled a DIY ethos for the complimentary skills required to enter isolated environments, whether
ice-diving among leopard seals in Antarctica, or mastering aerial shots from his ultralight plane. “I’m very much a visual photographer
and I adhere to the National Geographic principle that we make pictures, we don’t take pictures,” he says of his many award-winning
assignments for the magazine. “Before I went down to Antarctica I had sketched and story-boarded a whole bunch of images I
wanted to make. I knew I wanted Emperor penguins jumping out of the water towards me, and… I shot that same image over and
over every day for several weeks; 10,000 images of that one scene in fact.”
While Nicklen’s accolades are too numerous to list here (but see paulnicklen.com), his two books, Polar Obsession (2009)
and Bear: Spirit of the Wild (2013), offer sufficient testament with portrayals that are at once view-from-space revealing and
shockingly intimate.
There’s no magic trick to holding up that mirror—only the four-way dialectic of knowledge, willingness, patience,
and technical know-how. But what Nicklen increasingly sees reflected in that glass has spurred him into
conservation initiatives like sealegacy.org, founded with partner and writer-photographer Cristina
Mittermeier to create an emotional connection to the sea and inspire change through visual
storytelling. “I translate what the scientists are telling me,” offers Nicklen. “If we lose
ice, we stand to lose an entire ecosystem. I hope we can realize through my
photography how interconnected these species are to ice. It just
takes one image to get someone’s attention.” —LA

Photographer Paul Nicklen in his office.
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Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless River
When it comes to the global water crisis, aqua-rich Canada displays
peculiar amnesia. A cure presents itself when a diversity of interests
unites to help the Ottawa River recall aspects of its former self.
words :: Ned Morgan

JOHN RATHWELL PHOTO Joel Kowalski navigates Butcher’s Knife on the Ottawa River at Beachburg, Ontario.
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Years ago, on a wide, quiet stretch of the Ottawa River, a Pikwàkanagàn

The Ottawa River flows some 1,271 kilometres from its source in the water-rich

boy saw what could have been a mirage out on the gently swirling water:

boreal forests of Quebec’s Abitibi-Témiscamingue to its confluence with the

an empty birchbark canoe making slow revolutions as it rode weightlessly

St. Lawrence River at Lachine Rapids just upstream of Montreal. The 146,300

on the current. Before it passed by the beach where the boy was swimming

km2 watershed, divided between Quebec and Ontario, pours into an ancient

with his brother and father on a warm summer day, he swam out and took

rift valley (the reason long stretches of the Ottawa bear such an oddly linear

hold of the gunwale, pulling the vessel onto the sandy bank.

course) and includes both wilderness and a long-settled valley quilted with

That boy, Skip Ross, is today an 82-year-old Pikwàkanagàn (Algonquin)
elder who still lives near his birthplace on the banks of the Petawawa, the
Ottawa’s largest free-flowing tributary. “Nobody ever did claim it,” says Ross,
“so my father said: ‘That’s your canoe now.’ We never knew where it came
from but I know it was handmade by a First Nations person.”

farmland and crosshatched by industrial development and urban centres,
including the National Capital Region—Canada’s fourth largest metropolitan
area encompassing Ottawa, its neighbour on the Quebec side of the river,
Gatineau, and surrounding communities.
Beginning in the early 1600s, la Grande Rivière du Nord became the major

Ross’s spirit name is River Running Man. His people are known for their
birchbark canoe-building skills; one of Ross’s relatives, Matt Bernard, even
fashioned Gitche Chee-mun, a 12-metre replica of a Voyageurs’ canot du

thoroughfare of the colonial economy of New France. The French would later
name the river for the Odawa Nation, traders who paddled it but settled
mainly to the southwest. As the fur trade declined in the 19th century, the
timber trade transformed the river with mills,

maître, for the National Museum of Canada in

permanent settlements and, later, locks and

the 1950s. To the Pikwàkanagàn (translated as

canals to facilitate steamboat travel. With the

“beautiful waters, sun shining”), the Ottawa is

The global water crisis is the

Kitchissippi or “Great River,” ancestral home

and sacred lifeblood of their land.
Much has changed in the Ottawa River

degradation of healthy watersheds

20th century’s population explosion came heavy
industry and pollution grave enough that in
1961 the National Film Board (NFB) released the

watershed since that orphaned canoe floated

leading to water quality and quantity

sobering early eco-doc River with a Problem.

into Ross’s life, changes he witnessed from a

issues. The idea that we have to

A total of nine dams on the main river and

bankside vantage: his grandmother tutored

over 200 on its tributaries have quelled many

him in traditional Algonquin ways while his

protect the watersheds that protect

once-fearsome rapids, but the remaining

mother kept him close to home during a time

our water has yet to go mainstream.

whitewater still draws kayakers and countless

— Alexandra Cousteau

thousands of paddlers through each season.

when the government relocated many of his
people against their will—either to residential

Many seek out the savage stretch known as

schools, or because of dam construction.

“Rocher-Fendu” (Split Rock), a hundred kilo-

As a boy, Ross and his family always drank
water straight from the river, but he reckons
the last time he was able to do so was probably back in the 1940s. “The
rivers were clean and plentiful with fish then. And we had a lot of eels—a
very traditional and spiritual food. You don’t find them anymore. And our
lake sturgeon are disappearing.”
From the mystic roar of whitewater that Algonquin spiritualists believe
contains all the sounds of nature, to the granite outcrops of sacred Oiseau
Rock crowded with pre-contact pictographs, to a living-fossil sturgeon
skulking unseen in the deepest pools, the Ottawa seems a place outside of
time. Certainly a river’s flow lends it an eternal quality—it is always moving,
always renewing itself. Except when it can’t.
Which is why Skip Ross isn’t the only one lamenting the changes on the

rafters; numerous commercial companies run

metres upstream of the capital. Here islands
cleave the water into two channels, creating an orgy of waves including the
six-metre monster “Greyhound Bus Eater.” With no steep elevation drops,
the whitewater is a product of volume and compression, a boon to recreational
paddlers since most rapids end in a “drop-pool”—a calm collection area at
the bottom of each set.
In spite of dams, paddle-worthy whitewater still roars within sight of
Canada’s parliament buildings near the Champlain Bridge that links the
cities of Ottawa and Gatineau. A notorious kayak-surfing wave located near
the Gatineau’s combined sewer outflow can contain both storm-water and
human waste after heavy rain. Dubbed the “The Sewer Wave” by local
paddlers, few things are more emblematic of the Ottawa’s modern malaise—
or the struggle to correct it.

Ottawa. Today, mutual concern for the river and its watershed has brought
together a range of groups once separated by bureaucracy, borders, and
fast-flowing water.

The renaissance of the Ottawa began, curiously enough, with a selloff of
corporate media assets. In 2000, Quebec’s Philippe de Gaspé Beaubien II

JOHN RATHWELL PHOTO David Busch surfs the Champlain Bridge Rapids, Ottawa River.
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he certainly became one when he saw what was happening.” For her part,
Alexandra created Blue Legacy in 2008 and has already explored far and
wide with her film production team. Their mandate is to produce short films
documenting global water issues and initiatives, team with other organizations and host community action days, then sow the visuals, research and
action plans widely online. Among others they’ve mounted expeditions to
the Okavango Delta in Botswana (Earth’s largest inland delta), the Mekong,
Ganges, and Colorado Rivers, and even the Gulf of Mexico.
Joining the de Gaspé Beaubien scions in their newly minted River Mission
Project—which last summer pledged $490,000 to a three-year partnership
with Ottawa Riverkeeper and Blue Legacy—Cousteau visited the Ottawa
River watershed last fall to shoot three films about water quality, the impact
of dams on biodiversity, and governance, including interviews with people
working on these causes like Skip Ross, Jim Coffey and Ottawa Riverkeeper
Executive Director Meredith Brown. The films will be released in fall 2014
(fondationdegaspebeaubien.org/en/initiatives/water-and-its-conservation for
details).

A lot of people have no idea how much untreated
sewage is going into the river or how often; once you
tell them, they’re outraged. —Meredith Brown

“We joined River Mission because we thought the Ottawa River has an
important story to tell,” Cousteau stresses. “The city of Ottawa has invested
a lot of money in reducing and eventually eliminating sewage overflow
issues. We have to celebrate what people are doing right. Eliminating
overflow takes a lot of money, political will, and infrastructure development.
Every city in North America should be doing that, and Ottawa’s one of the

sold the corporation he founded, Télémédia, which comprised magazines,

first.”

television and radio stations. His family—a storied bloodline dating back to

Along the length of the river that defines a provincial border, Cousteau

one of New France’s wealthiest citizens, fur trader and financier Charles Aubert
de La Chesnaye, ennobled by King Louis XIV—then diversified into various
holding companies and created the Fondation de Gaspé Beaubien, an
entrepreneurial philanthropic organization focused on healthcare, families,

identifies a main problem as administrative, pointing to the “system of
governance pertaining to the river: all the different levels from federal down
to local. I’ve rarely seen something so complicated.”

women in business, and other fields. When the youngest generation of de
Gaspé Beaubien—Louis-Alexandre, Tatianna, Aidan, and Philippe IV—were

If anyone can flush a case of complication out of a watershed, it’s Meredith

approaching university age, their grandfather suggested some new philan-

Brown, a polymath able to switch gears between scientist (her educational

thropic projects to be spearheaded by the youths.

background is in biology and environmental engineering), community

“They said, ‘You told us to pick our subject with passion,’” foundation
Executive Director Dominique Monchamp explains. “‘With all respect, we are
not passionate about what you’ve suggested. But we’d love to do something
about water in Canada.’” Both Monchamp and the de Gaspé Beaubien
elders were “a little shocked—we didn’t know we had water problems in

advocate and diplomat, and long-haul wilderness canoeist. “We have this
huge watershed, and many different players from all walks of life who have
an interest in a healthy river,” says the Ottawa Riverkeeper supremo. “I’m
working to build and strengthen this [coalition] so when we do have a major
issue on the river, we have a large and diverse constituency behind us.”
Brown identifies two main critical issues: threatened biodiversity in the river

Canada.”
Tasked with finding a worthy water initiative to partner with, the de Gaspé
Beaubien grandchildren reached out to no less a water luminary than
Alexandra Cousteau, founder of the non-profit Blue Legacy International
and granddaughter of Jacques-Yves Cousteau, the famed French explorer,
conservationist and filmmaker who, from the 1950s through the 1990s,
produced some of the most influential documentaries ever—including the Emmy-winning series The Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau. Jacques remains
a much-admired figure in Quebec, where he led two expeditions focused
on life around and under the St. Lawrence River, resulting in the acclaimed

ecosystem, and worsening water quality downstream of the National Capital
Region. Like Cousteau, she is keen to highlight progress. For instance, the
city of Ottawa’s sewage overflow woes that led to a 2008 court case actually
turned out to be “very helpful—[the case] opened the eyes and ears of
elected officials in Ottawa because that looks bad on them.” The unwanted
publicity led the city to establish its Ottawa River Action Plan. “Now that the
Plan is on the table, we’re continually helping to keep it alive in the public
eye and helping [the city] get the funds from the provincial and federal
governments as well,” says Brown.

NFB films Cries from the Deep (1981) and Stairway to the Sea (1982). Cousteau

The city reported an 80 per cent reduction in combined sewage overflow

suggested the de Gaspé Beaubiens start by seeking out a Quebec-focused

between 2006 and 2013, but Brown adds a cautionary note: “The city is

Riverkeeper organization; the St. Lawrence didn’t have one, but the Ottawa did.

dumping hundreds of millions of dollars into the Plan and engineered

“My grandfather was the first to pull back the curtain on 70 per cent of
our planet,” says Cousteau. “He didn’t start out as an environmentalist but
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solutions, while their planners are [still] letting developers fill in massive
wetlands—natural capital that filters water for free.”
LEFT PAGE Western and Lesser Falls of the Rideau River, by Thomas Burrowes, 1826. Barrack Hill and Upper Bytown (today the City of Ottawa) lie on the horizon to the left. ARCHIVES OF ONTARIO COLLECTION.
ABOVE Ben Marr plays on Mini Bus at Stakeout on the Ottawa in Beachburg, Ontario.
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Across the river, meanwhile, the city of Gatineau’s sewage treatment plant

If the city of Ottawa is one of those places, the environmental portfolio

is badly outdated and at capacity. “We did water quality sampling near the

of the ruling party in the capital is not. “We went to Canada in 2010 and

city of Gatineau’s combined sewer overflows,” says Brown, “and found E.

everybody was happy to speak to us, whether government employees or

coli concentrations far above the recreational water-quality guidelines.” She

scientists or environmentalists,” recalls Cousteau. “[In 2013 following the

adds: “A lot of people have no idea how much untreated sewage is going

Conservative majority], however, I was dismayed to see that government

into the river or how often; once you tell them, they’re outraged.”

employees and scientists would not speak to us, or, if they did, were

Water quality isn’t an issue for the recreational rafting operations upstream
of the National Capital Region, but there are other considerations. “There’s
a challenging Class IV or V rapid on the Ottawa at every water level,” says
guide Jim Coffey, who has paddled wild rivers in 35 countries and founded

terrified there would be repercussions. Some people wouldn’t speak to us
because they were afraid they would lose their pensions if the government
didn’t like what they said. I was very surprised—I didn’t think that would
happen in a place like Canada.”

Esprit, an international paddling adventure company based in Davidson,

While such political issues lie downstream—literally and figuratively—from

Quebec. “This year and last we’ve seen some of the highest water levels

his own existence, whenever Skip Ross hears about pollution somewhere in

ever—following two of the lowest water-level years ever. We’re seeing more

his beloved watershed, he is sickened. “I do a ceremony for myself and I ask

extremes rather than the general mean we had in the past.”

the Creator, ‘Can we not stop this? Can we not help?’ But we are not keepers

Though Coffey ascribes these fluctuations to climate change, they have yet
to negatively impact business. Likewise water quality: because Rocher-Fendu

of our land anymore. It’s been taken from us. In our tradition, we are keepers
and not owners. We just live on the land and keep it for our descendants.”

is isolated from heavily populated centres or industrial plants, pollution isn’t

Ross still paddles the river regularly. He often meets with the Ottawa

a concern for rafters or kayakers whose excursions include barrages of river

Riverkeepers to participate in public events, performing traditional smudging

water to the face. And while Coffey can’t comment on the effect of existing

and other ceremonies. This fall he’ll take a berth in the Riverkeepers canoe

dams on paddling (all structures pre-date his operation, founded in 1992),

with Meredith Brown and others, leading a group of Algonquin youth from

he does address the continuing threat of more hydroelectric development in

Mattawa to Ottawa to connect with various First Nations along the way. Last

otherwise pristine parts of the watershed. Xeneca Power Development has

summer he embarked on a paddle-quest from Petawawa to Pembroke

proposed several dams on the Petawawa, including at paddling hotspot Big

with his daughter. “We were followed by two mature eagles,” says Ross in

Eddy (aka Railroad Rapids). Citizen opposition to the proposal was vociferous

reverent tones, “a male and a female.” After years of population decline, Ross

enough to put at least some of the projects on indefinite hold. “If there was

explains, bald eagles are returning to the Ottawa watershed. “The eagle is

no public opposition, the [Big Eddy dam] would have gone through. And

our sacred bird, our messenger. Seeing eagles is a very great omen.”

[the volunteers] were up against a lot of engineers paid big money to try to
make it happen,” says Coffey, who watches such developments closely. “The
public isn’t powerless.”

It is reassuring to know protectors are circling the Ottawa River. During
the school year, Ross travels throughout the watershed, speaking to
students about his people and their unbreakable connection to land (the
mother) and water (her blood). A river couldn’t hope for a more eloquent

In much of North America, the idea of a water crisis seems remote. Yet

or dedicated champion.

recent droughts in western Canada and in California should make all throats
feel a little drier. “We hear a lot about the global water crisis but we don’t
seem to have a real understanding of it,” says Cousteau. “What I have

When not at his desk in Southern Ontario’s Blue Mountains

learned from traveling all around the world in pursuit of understanding this

region writing for a range of magazines or editing Mountain

water crisis is that it all comes down to the degradation of healthy watersheds…

Life Ontario, Ned Morgan can be found paddling the Great

We have to protect the natural systems that protect our water, and this is an

Lakes and hiking, biking, skiing or snowshoeing through

idea that has yet to go mainstream. But I’m seeing the conversation evolve

Niagara Escarpment forests.

in that direction. It’s gaining traction in the right places.”
GLEN HARRIS PHOTO.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP JOHN RATHWELL PHOTO Andy Atkins sunset surfing the Champlain Bridge Rapids on the Ottawa River. JOHN RATHWELL PHOTO Chaudière Falls Dam, the first major hydroelectric structure on the Ottawa River, built in 1908.
JOHN RATHWELL PHOTO Paddleboarder Tara Hamilton as the sun rises over Parliament. (L-R) BLUE LEGACY INTERNATIONAL/OSCAR DURAND Alexandra Cousteau, Meredith Brown, Meaghan Murphy and Dominique Monchamp test the water, Ottawa
River, Fall 2013. ARCHIVES OF ONTARIO COLLECTION Hull, (Lower Canada), on the Ottawa River; at the Chaudier [sic] Falls, 1830. By Thomas Burrowes. JOHN RATHWELL PHOTO Kalob Grady on Mini Bus during the Stakeout whitewater event on the
Ottawa River at Beachburg. BLUE LEGACY INTERNATIONAL/OSCAR DURAND Alexandra Cousteau paddles the Petawawa River.
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The region’s indigenous Pemon people have a
more intimate relationship with the tepuis: they
believe them home to mawari—spirits of the dead.

WILD
DOES THE DIGITAL AGE SPELL DEATH FOR ADVENTURE—OR OPEN UP NEW HORIZONS?

“I don’t like to look at a map too much before a big trip, it takes the adventure

“It’s a time-restraint thing for sure,” says Pemberton, B.C., snowboarder

out of it.”

Joe Lax, an early adopter of scoping new zones online instead of burning

That legendary Canadian ski-mountaineer Eric Pehota offers these words
makes them valuable enough. That he utters them on B.C.’s Chilcotin River
as we attempt to pilot his 6-metre jet boat up Class IV whitewater on a
multi-day journey linking stretches of river no jet boat has ever traveled,
makes them that much more profound. As Pehota knifes the boat past the

snowmobile gas and time exploring potential dead-end valleys. “I can’t just
spend a week going up every drainage to see where it leads. There are a
lot of new resources out there but there’s a lot of Earth too. We keep going
deeper but these tools help us to be more precise. The quality of adventure
is still there.”

first standing wave I realize I have no idea what lies around the next bend.

Another Pemberton resident, ski-mountaineer J.D. Hare, understands the

And it feels awesome.

allure of technology for big, potentially dangerous backcountry firsts. “You

It’s a small world, so the saying goes. But in an age of Google Earth, satellite
trackers, and online forums listing GPS coordinates for every trailhead,
access road and renegade backcountry cabin known, has that world become
too small? In our efforts to climb higher, go faster, and push deeper into
the wild than ever before, are today’s explorers missing the point that real
adventure exists almost solely in the realm of the unknown?
“Human instinct is to succeed,” says Trevor Hunt, a ski mountaineer based
in Squamish, B.C. “We all like to say the journey is more important than the
goal, but most of us hedge our bets by finding out as much as we can to
achieve it. That doesn’t make you any less of an adventurer.”
And Hunt would know. Over the past decade or so he’s quietly climbed and
skied—often solo—some of the planet’s steepest descents. From B.C. to
Alaska, Georgia, Pakistan, Peru and beyond, Hunt has generally left the
technology at home. But it’s growing on him.
“We just did a trip to Mount Logan,” he explains. “It was crazy. Our ascent
of the mountain was totally unplanned and we followed a vague route

have to build it and discover it and research it,” he says, “You become the
architect for the mission.” As a pro alpinist, Hare used online resources to
find steep, never-before-skied lines but thinks the everyman may be getting
the wrong message. “These tools help facilitate the highest-level missions,
but can take the fun out of the regular experiences. Adventure comes from
reacting to adversity. It happens when you don’t know exactly where you’re
going—which is pretty easy to achieve if you unplug.”
And while technology like GPS communicators, avalanche airbags, and even
cell phones undoubtedly make backcountry missions safer, true adventurers
know nothing is foolproof.
“You can’t rely on it,” Lax says. “You can go out with all the beta but you’re
still in the wilderness and there are no guarantees. Ultimately you have to
ground-truth it, and you can always run into a shitshow.”
Hunt agrees. “As soon as your plan goes to shit, you’re guaranteed an
adventure,” he says. “Maybe in a modern sense, those are the only true
adventures left.”

sketched in my notebook like a pirate’s treasure map. But we used iPhone

And what does Eric Pehota think? He’s seen Google Earth once (“It’s like a

photos and a satellite phone to strategize and facilitate the madness.

big map”) but doesn’t use it. “It does take something away,” he says. “I

Friends as far away as Austria helped get us to the top.”

always tell my wife I wish I’d been born a hundred years ago. Just about

Hunt also believes we often use technology as a scapegoat for human
failures. “When you go to the beach and spend the whole time on your
phone it’s not the phone’s fault,” he says. “Technology doesn’t replace a

every day would have been a new adventure or a ‘first.’ But one thing that’s
constant in life is change—if it’s there, people will use it. Why not? It’s
foolish not to.”

sound mind and real experience. I like to think people get into the level of

Of course, foolishness and adventure often go hand in hand. Perhaps the

adventure they can handle—tech or no tech.”

best summation is found, fittingly, on the Internet, under Zymurgy’s First Law

In a time-starved society, however, “tech” offers a faster route to that
personal level of adventure. Where classic explorers like Sir Ernest Shackleton

of Evolving System Dynamics: “Once a can of worms is opened, a larger can
will be required to contain all the worms.”

and Alexander MacKenzie spent years charting new terrain far from civilization,

The question is: How large of a can are you willing to cram into your backpack?

all it takes these days is an all-wheel-drive station wagon and an Internet

— Feet Banks

connection.

ILLUSTRATION Benoît Laverdière.
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Scandinavian Design is the cornerstone in all Helly Hansen gear. The optimal
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